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PacifiCorp - Stakeholder Feedback Form 
2015 Integrated Resource Plan 

PacifiCorp (the Company) requests that stakeholders provide feedback to the Company upon the conclusion of each 
public input meeting and/or stakeholder conference calls, as scheduled. PacifiCorp values the input of its active and 
engaged stakeholder group, and stakeholder feedback is critical to the IRP public input process. PacifiCorp requests that 
stakeholders provide comments using this form, which will allow the Company to more easily review and summarize 
comments by topic and to readily identify specific recommendations, if any, being provided. Information collected will be 
used to better inform issues included in the 2015 IRP, including, but not limited to the process, assumptions, and analysis. 
In providing your feedback, PacifiCorp requests that the stakeholders identify whether they are okay with the Company 
posting their comments on the IRP website. 
 

☒Yes   ☐No May we post these comments to the IRP webpage? Date of Submittal 8/20/2014 

*Name:  Fred Heutte Title: Click here to enter text. 

*E-mail: fred@nwenergy.org Phone: 503.757-6222 

*Organization: 
NW Energy Coalition on behalf of PacifiCorp IRP 
“Clean Energy Scenario Stakeholders” 

  

Address: Click here to enter text. 

City: Click here to enter text. State: Click here to enter text. Zip: Click here to enter text. 

Public Meeting Date comments address: 8/8/2014   ☐ Check here if not related to specific meeting 

List additional organization attendees at cited meeting: Click here to enter text. 

 
*IRP Topic(s) and/or Agenda Items: List the specific topics that are being addressed in your comments. 
Scenario Matrix for 2015 IRP 
 

   ☐ Check here if any of the following information being submitted is copyrighted or confidential. 

 
*Respondent Comment: Please provide your feedback for each IRP topic listed above. 
The Clean Energy Scenarios Stakeholders – HEAL Utah, Idaho Conservation League, Mormon Environmental Stewardship Alliance, 
NW Energy Coalition, Powder River Basin Resource Council, Renewable Northwest and Sierra Club -- would like to submit the 
following: 
 

1. We would like to provide some initial feedback regarding the Company's proposed methodology for including EPA's 111(d) 
regulations in this IRP cycle. We agree with the Company's approach to incorporate proposed 111(d) regulations as 
comprehensively as possible. Further, we appreciate the Company's willingness, based on stakeholder feedback, to run a 
multistate mass-based 111(d) scenario that optimizes for the PacifiCorp system. Regarding the specific proposed 111(d) 
modeling approach, we have two general comments that we would like to explore with the Company as potential areas of 
improvement for this analysis. 
 
(a) We are concerned that the ordering of the building blocks in the Company's scenario maker modeling framework could 
impact results in a manner that excludes some compliance scenarios that may be least cost/least risk. Because the framework 
is not an optimizing modeling approach, each building block should be incorporated into the analysis in a manner that will be 
able to adequately evaluate its potential contributions. We ask the Company to consider running one or more scenarios that 
change the order of the 111(d) scenario maker modeling framework by reordering the spreadsheet modeling dispatch to: (1) 
renewables; (2) other; (3) new NGCC; and (4) existing NGCC. 
 
(b) We have raised concerns during the IRP workshops about the inadequate inclusion of energy efficiency in the 111(d) 
analysis. We understand the data constraints inherent in a more comprehensive approach at this time.  However, we maintain 
that there should be some approach that offers enhanced representation of energy efficiency resources in the 111(d) modeling 
for this IRP. One proposal is for the Company to include a scenario that assumes that every state can reach the 1.5% load 
achievement used by the EPA in the target setting. We are open to other proposals for how to better incorporate energy 
efficiency resources in the 111(d) modeling, and welcome continued dialogue on this point. 
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2. CO2 Price analysis (Base Case C13, Sensitivity Case S11) 
 
We appreciate the discussion so far about the general approach to incorporating carbon price in the IRP assessment process.  
Our view is that the proposed EPA 111(d) regulation takes an important first step toward regulating greenhouse gas 
emissions, and now becomes the base case going forward.  While the rule itself is still in draft form and will be finalized after 
the completion of the 2015 IRP, we believe the Company is making progress in modeling the draft rule.  That effort will also 
make further refinement easier in future IRPs as the rule is finalized and state implementation plans are formed.   
 
However, the 111(d) rule as now proposed only runs until 2030, short of this IRP’s time horizon through 2034, and also is 
not likely to fully achieve the emissions reductions contemplated by the current Oregon and Washington state greenhouse gas 
goals, or possible adjustments in the future as state and federal governments assess how to respond to the new findings of 
climate science. 
 
Therefore it is appropriate to model additional greenhouse gas reduction requirements that could be implemented with future 
public policy.  Potential policy options include but are not limited to enhancements to the 111(d) targets, and state or federal 
adoption of carbon price programs (carbon tax/fee or cap-and-trade).  Within the modeling context this is most easily 
represented as a proxy “carbon tax,” but we prefer to use the term “CO2 price” as having the most inclusive meaning. 
 
We are also mindful of the requirements set forth in the Oregon PUC’s revised IRP Guideline 8 (Order 08-339) to construct a 
base-case scenario to reflect the most likely future compliance path for CO2, and to develop compliance scenarios ranging 
from present levels to the "upper reaches of credible proposals by government entities." 
 
In light of the preceding and to keep our recommendation as simple as is reasonable, we propose that the Company conduct 
two scenario analyses based on regionally accepted carbon price analysis, with carbon prices in 2034 of $52 and $111 per 
short ton of CO2 (in 2014$) as described below.   
 
In each case we propose that the carbon price begin in 2020 (reflecting a reasonable early start date for potential state or 
federal carbon price programs), with a linear increase -- for simplicity -- toward the respective 2034 carbon prices. We 
propose $20/short ton as the starting price, in line with the California Energy Commission’s estimates of the California AB 
32 cap-and-trade program’s carbon market level in 2020 of $16.30 (low case) and $24.44 (medium case).  Table 1 in the 
attached worksheet includes linear interpolation for each year between 2020 and 2034.  We have extended the interpolation 
until 2050 so that the CO2 emissions of any plant continuing to operate after 2034 can be assessed in the modeling. 
 
Finally, we believe it is important to have both CO2 Price scenarios run with PaR analysis, while anticipating that further 
discussion will be needed about how PaR is being run for this IRP cycle. 
 
Our proposals for CO2 Price scenario cases are: 
 
(a) A full “CO2 Price” case with a 2034 value of $52/short ton CO2, starting from an initial level of $20 in 2020 (we suggest 
using Core Case Matrix case C13).  The recommended value of $52 has recently been adopted by the Transmision Expansion 
Policy Planning Committee (TEPPC) of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council for the 2015 WECC transmission plan 
as the value for the 2034 reference case.  The WECC analysis (attached) combines all available public inputs, including 
utility IRPs,the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, LBNL, the draft federal guidance on social cost of carbon, EIA 
and Synapse to arrive at this result.  We propose that this case be run in conjunction with the full 111(d) analysis to capture 
the interactive effects of both. 
 
(b) A “High CO2 Price” sensitivity case using a 2034 value of $111/short ton CO2, starting from an initial value of $20 in 
2020 (we suggest using Scenario Case S11).  This value is used by CEC in their high case for California AB 32 cap-and-trade 
in 2034.  Other approaches are possible but we believe the CEC analysis is thorough and observe that the California carbon 
pricing program will have significant influence on the rest of the western region.  Consideration of a high value is appropriate 
in a context where policy makers focus on the tail risk of climate change and decide to take an “insurance” approach to 
potential climate impacts.    
 

3. Solar PV Breakthrough (Scenario Case S12a and S12b) 
 
To contribute to a solar PV trigger point analysis, we propose two Scenario Case runs using projected costs in 2034, with 
interpolation for annual values to be developed in further discussions with the Company. 
 
In contrast to the bottom-up analysis prepared by Navigant, which pays close attention to near-term cost factors, our approach 
is based on a simplified experience curve analysis to provide a rangefinding exercise for a breakthrough case for solar PV 
market penetration over the next 20 years. 
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Experience curve analysis is robust and has been thoroughly tested across many industries and product categories.  It is 
particularly well characterized for solar PV, from the first assessments in the late 1970s to the present.  We apply the broadly 
accepted distinction of a learning rate of 80% for solar PV modules and 85% for “soft costs” – balance of system equipment, 
materials, installation, marketing, overhead, etc.  That is, for every aggregate doubling in global installed capacity, module 
costs on average decline by 20% and soft costs by 15%.   
 
While experience curve analysis is robust on the decadal scale, it has limited forecast skill for shorter periods.  Market, policy 
and investment factors may shift costs in one direction or another for short periods from the long term trend.  But for analysis 
periods of a decade or longer, experience curve analysis is very suitable for contexts such as integrated resource planning. 
 
In an experience curve analysis, the decline in costs per market doubling is fixed, but the duration for each doubling can 
change.  Over the next 20 years, the solar PV market is expected to expand dramatically.  Starting from the current small 
base, overall market penetration (in GWh) could range from, say, 5% to 20%.  The doubling rate itself can vary within the 
20-year period, but the relevant point is how many doublings occur during that time span. 
 
We pick two doubling rates for analysis.  One is for 5 doublings between now and 2034 (i.e., an average of every 4 years), 
and one for 6 doublings (an average of about 3.3 years).  For comparison, doubling periods for global aggregate PV capacity 
have actually been less than 3 years over the last few years. 
 
If solar PV energy production is 0.25% of the total today, our analysis assumes a total market production in 2034 of 8% (for 
5 doublings) or 16% (for 6 doublings) – in practice the actual percentages may vary slightly because of load growth, which 
we are setting aside here for simplicity. The high number is within the range of NREL’s Western Wind and Solar Integration 
Study (phase 2), which modeled several 33% renewable scenarios for the western interconnection including a High Mix 
16.5% wind/16.5% solar case. 
 
We also recommend using the WECC 2015 transmission plan capital costs for current solar PV.  These are almost identical 
to the Navigant report for residential and commercial rooftop, but add small and large generation projects with both fixed tilt 
and variable axis.  We will work with the Company to determine the best configurations to use in the modeling.  We also 
adopt the WECC values for dc-to-ac conversion factors (1.2 for rooftop, 1.3 for large scale variable and 1.4 for large scale 
fixed, reflecting trends in inverter loading ratios).   
 
We realize there are many other factors affecting a solar PV breakthrough analysis.  For example, the times at which solar PV 
becomes fully market driven may be significantly different, relative to retail rates for residential and commercial end users, or 
to avoided costs for the Company, which would change the market dynamics for different configurations.  And it does not 
include consideration of related technology co-evolution, such as smart grid and storage.  But we believe the simplified 
analysis here could provide useful insight into the long term potential for solar PV. 
 
The attached spreadsheet provides the basic analysis details.  Again, we will work with the Company to provide annual 
interpolations for these cost trajectories.  Our scenario proposals are: 
 
(a) “Medium Solar PV Breakthrough” analysis (proposed Scenario Case S12a).  See Table 2, line 47 of the attached 
spreadsheet.  For example, current residential rooftop costs (kW/dc) are $4,809, declining to $1,855 in 2034. 
 
(b) “High Solar PV Breakthrough” analysis (proposed Scenario Case S12b).  See Table 2, line 48 of the spreadsheet.  
Residential rooftop costs would be $1,537 in 2034. 
 

4. Clean Energy Scenario (Scenario Case S14) 
 
Finally, we propose a new case, which could be designated Scenario Case S14, to combine the interactive effects of the CO2 
Price (Base Case C13) and the Medium Solar PV Breakthrough (Scenario Case S12a). 
 
We would also like to request a PaR analysis for this scenario case. 
 
 
Submitted by: 
Christopher Thomas, HEAL Utah 
Ben Otto, Idaho Conservation League 
Ty Markham, Mormon Environmental Stewardship Alliance 
Fred Heutte, NW Energy Coalition 
Shannon Anderson, Powder River Basin Resource Council 
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Michael O'Brien, Renewable Northwest 
Amy Hojnowski, Sierra Club 
 
 

 
 
Data Support: If applicable, provide any documents, hyper-links, etc. in support of comments. (i.e. gas forecast is too 
high - this forecast from EIA is more appropriate). If electronic attachments are provided with your comments, please list 
those attachment names here.  
2015-clean-energy-stakeholders-scenario.xls 
Technical Support Document: -Technical Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis -Under Executive 
Order 12866 -Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, United States Government, November 2013 
WECC Carbon Price Forecast Discussion, August 7, 2014 
WECC Final Recommended Scenario Modeling Parameters, 2014-08-LTPT_Model_Params_20140709_v2.xls 
2012-09-03-nwec-experience-curves-and-solar-pv.pdf 
 
 
 
Recommendations: Provide any additional recommendations if not included above - specificity is greatly appreciated. 
Click here to enter text. 
 
 
Thank you for participating. 
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Estimation of current and projected future resource costs is a core part of the Western Electricity 


Coordinating Council’s transmission planning for the 10-year Common Case based plan, and 


even more for the 20-year scenario based plan, both part of the Regional Transmission 


Expansion Planning (RTEP) project.   


The effort to identify current costs is complex and, not surprisingly, the data is neither consistent 


nor complete.  Further, the effort to assess future projected cost is subject to numerous analytical 


choices.   


Both current and future projected costs should be assessed consistently, using the best data 


available, with transparency on assumptions, methods and the selection of parameters, and 


balancing all the contributing factors to select the best available estimates given the range of 


uncertainties involved.  While single point estimates may be needed for modeling purposes, it is 


important to think both present and future resources costs as being ranges rather than fixed 


values. 


It is evident that the question of future solar PV resource costs is a Big Question for the RTEP 


planning process.  While use in the western grid is a very small percentage of all resources at 


present, there is a strong sense that once solar PV reaches “grid parity”
1
 it will rapidly become a 


much more important part of the mix.  Beyond that point, as economics favor rapid uptake, end-


use oriented PV will substantially decrease demand, and utility-scale PV will increase supply.  


And those changes in both sides of the market, along with the unique diurnal and seasonal shape 


of the solar resource, will significantly affect future grid operations and the need for transmission 


expansion.   


Consequently, the future estimated cost projection for solar PV has been a point of considerable 


discussion in the RTEP process.    


As the development of RTEP modeling has taken shape, there is agreement that the use of a 


“learning curve” (or “experience curve”) method is appropriate for estimating future resource 


costs.   


                                                           
1
 Recent commentary suggests treating the “grid parity” concept with considerable restraint due to the many and 


often unspecified assumptions about the context, for example, whether “parity” is based on retail or wholesale 


power costs, the location, and whether the comparison is based on average or peak pricing (BNEF 2012a: 11).  


However, “grid parity” remains useful shorthand for the idea that fossil resource prices are generally increasing, 


and renewable energy is generally decreasing, and at some point the historical advantage fossil based electricity 


has had will reverse, with significant consequences for future resource mix and transmission deployment. 







However, it has been proposed that the experience curve for solar PV should be dramatically 


changed “downward” going forward (i.e., significantly less of a cost decrease per unit of 


marginal production).   


This short paper will review the background of the experience curve method and the application 


of that approach to solar PV.  We conclude: 


(1) The strong preponderance of evidence suggests staying with the consensus experience curve 


estimate – a Learning Rate of 20% for solar PV modules and 17% for balance-of-system, 


going forward through the 20-year planning horizon. 


(2) Differing levels of future solar PV market expansion should be captured in the different 


RTEP 20-year scenarios.  While the experience curve should be kept constant, there will be 


different doubling periods for solar PV under differing policy and market conditions. 


 


1.  Comparative Analysis of Future Technology Market Penetration and Cost 


Numerous approaches have been tried over time to project changes in market penetration, price 


and time for technology-oriented products (Junginger 2006).  Among them are: 


• cost per cumulative production 


o learning curves (per firm) 


o experience curves (per industry) 


• cost per annum 


• cost per annual production 


• expert elicitation (“Delphi process”) 


• engineering models 


Observation over many years and new formal analysis suggests that experience curves have the 


best track record for projecting future costs.  A recent paper sponsored by the Santa Fe Institute 


(Nagy et al. 2012) summarizes a meta-evaluation of estimation methods including cost per 


cumulative production (“Wright’s Law”), cost per annum (“Moore’s Law”), cost per rate of 


annual production (“Goddard’s Law”); time-lagged variants of the single factor approaches; and 


hybrid or multifactor estimators combining the single factor approaches (based on work by 


Nordhaus and Sinclair, Klepper, and Cohen). 


Forecast skill for each of the methods was assessed with a hindcasting approach across 62 


technologies in four categories (chemical, hardware, energy and other), with time series ranging 


from 11 to 39 years.   


The analysis concludes that the traditional experience curve approach (Wright) performs quite 


well across technologies and different time scales, and is significantly better overall than the 


other approaches, although Moore is very close over shorter time ranges.  The robustness of the 


results for the experience curve approach is striking.    







2.  Learning Curves and Experience Curves 


In 1936, Theodore Wright presented observations of a regularity in cost reduction as planes were 


manufactured at Boeing.   Further studies in industrial manufacturing found similar “learning 


effects” and became known as the “learning curve,” usually expressed as a constant cost 


reduction per doubling in cumulative production. 


The effect is usually expressed as the “learning rate” (LR) or percentage reduction per doubling 


in cumulative production, or the “progress ratio” (PR), which is reduction relative to the previous 


period.  These are identities; a 20% LR is the same as 80% PR.  Both LR and PR parameters 


continue to be used in the literature. 


In the 1960s, especially with influential studies by the Boston Consulting Group, the learning 


curve concept was expanded from assessment of single-firm product learning curves to industry-


wide assessments, and the term “experience curves” came into use.   While the terms are still 


used somewhat interchangeably, because we are looking at global product categories it is more 


appropriate to use the term “experience curve” in the context of RTEP planning.  


3.  Characteristics of Experience Curves 


Experience curves have been extensively studied and critiqued.  Dozens of studies of existing 


experience curves and meta-analysis across products were reviewed for this paper, showing very 


consistent results. 


Over several decades of use, experience curves have shown regularity across industries and 


products.  When used in an appropriate context, this approach can be a powerful tool for 


analysis.  However, several observations should be made on the range and limitations of the 


technique. 


Observational not functional.  While very regular and robust in its results, the experience curve 


method does not have a clear functional underpinning.  Various hypotheses have been proposed 


for the regularity of the experience curve results as an emergent property of learning, scale 


economies, development stages, market structure, etc.  Conceptually it seems likely all of these 


are factors that derive broadly from the dynamics of technology diffusion in a market-based 


economy.  Interestingly, the Santa Fe Institute group suggests their analysis shows that scale 


economies are responsibly for the majority of the effect, with learning a minority but still 


important component (Nagy et al. 2012: 5). 


Scale-free, stable and product-specific.  Learning and experience curves show a scale-free but 


product-specific characteristic value.  That is, there is no evidence that, once established, an 


experience curve deviates much over time throughout a product’s history, including end-of-


cycle.  Since the last doubling, by definition, is half the ultimate market penetration, the effect 







may appear to be diminished but the constant cost reduction may be spread over a considerably 


longer time period.  


Stability over life cycle, deviations over short spans.  Over the typical multi-decadal life cycle 


of technology-oriented products, the experience curve tends to be quite stable.  Overall, 


experience curves remain constant regardless of developmental stage.  However, short-term 


deviations are often observed at annual or sub-decadal scale, but these appear to be driven by 


market, production and policy intervention factors as products move from stage to stage -- for 


example, from innovators to early adopters (Yeh et al. 2007). 


Industry analysis generally suggests an “S-curve” approach to technology adoption over time: 


starting slowly, then rapid uptake, then declining use toward obsolescence (Junginger 2006).   


In general, there are two main approaches to development stage analysis, production-based and 


market-based.  Production-based analysis often uses a 6-stage model (e.g., invention, RD&D, 


niche market, pervasive diffusion, saturation, and senescence).  The well-known market-based 


approach generally has a 5-stage model (innovators, early adopters, middle market, laggards, 


termination).   


While short term changes in experience curves appear within and across developmental stages, 


especially the early ones, a notable feature of experience curves is regression toward an 


underlying characteristic Learning Rate/Progress Ratio over longer time scales. 


Because of observed short-run variations, some analysts recommend a blended approach of 


experience curves and expert assessment, especially for shorter-run projections (Black & Veatch 


2012).  Nevertheless, experience curves provide significant assurance over the longer term. 


4.  Constraints for Experience Curve Analysis 


Effective use of experience curves requires attention to several issues: 


Unit of analysis.  Selection of the most appropriate production unit is important.  When in a 


“learning curve” context, usually applied to a specific product from a single firm or closely-


comparable products across an industry, production counts may be sufficient.  But for many 


products, especially energy technologies, cumulative output capacity is a more relevant measure 


(IPCC 2011: 366). The selection of the best parameter is still an issue, however.  


Over the last several years, for example, the experience curve for wind turbines seemed to 


deviate well away from the historical record, as turbine prices actually increased for a couple of 


years.  However, this was based on assessment of kW capacity rather than average output or 


LCOE, both of which improved relative to kW capacity based on increasing blade lengths, sweep 


areas and hub heights, and improved efficiency for larger turbines (NREL 2012).  While the cost 


based on output or LCOE did deviate somewhat from the historical curve, it did not change 







sharply and appears to be reverting to the longer-term norm as short-term market factors (for 


example, rapid run-up in steel prices) work back toward the mean. 


Cost comparability.  It is important to take an appropriate and consistent approach to converting 


nominal costs to real costs to preserve comparability across time.  


Currency cost normalization.  For global experience curves, normalizing cost data through 


appropriate exchange rate conversions is a key step. 


Sub-product experience curves.  Observation sometimes indicates that it is appropriate to 


disaggregate product experience curves.  For example, it has long been considered appropriate to 


have separate solar PV and balance of system (BOS) experience curves, and to consider utility-


scale and end-user systems separately (IRENA 2012). 


5. Best Uses of Experience Curves 


The basic characteristics of experience curves suggest that over time, cost is invariantly related 


to market size.  This turns the standard planning perspective on its head.  We usually inquire: 


what will the market size be assuming a given cost in some future year, using expert judgment, 


bottom-up engineering and economic modeling to estimate a fixed-point cost.  This is the 


approach most suited to conventional deterministic modeling. 


However, the experience curve approach flips this around.  The question then is: how large will 


the market be for a resource in a future year, and then that tells us the cost based on cumulative 


production.  This approach is well suited to dynamical or scenario-based modeling, including the 


ability to build in varying types and levels of policy interventions and market changes that 


characterize different scenarios.  In this context, experience curves provide a useful exploratory 


tool. 


6.  Experience Curves for Solar PV 


Experience curves have been an established part of public policy and industry analysis of solar 


PV and other renewable energy technologies for over three decades.  An early study by SERI 


(1980) laid out a framework approach to learning and experience curves.  Numerous projections 


and refinements using experience curves have been conducted ever since. 


While values in published solar PV experience curves range somewhat, with learning rates of 


10% to 30%, by far the most common long-term experience curve value for solar PV is 20% 


(i.e., a 20% cost reduction per doubling of cumulative output).  This central tendency persists 


despite the use of different time periods, different geographic ranges (global or national), and 


differences in data treatment and analysis. 







 


BNEF 2012b, slide 5 


A typical widely-cited analysis by Strategies Unlimited indicates a PR of 80.0% +/- 0.4 (LR = 


20%) for 1976-2001.  More recently, Nagy et al. (2012) using two slightly different data sets, 


estimate PR of 81% (LR = 19%) for 1976-2002 or PR of 71% (LR = 29%) for 1977-2009, 


indicating some sensitivity to late-decade effects.  The IPCC’s global renewable energy 


assessment, citing numerous sources, assesses solar PV module learning rate as 20% and 


balance-of-system between 18% and 21% (IPCC 2012: 380). 


7.  Can Policy Affect Experience Curves? 


Visual examination of experience curves for solar PV and other energy products indicates that 


policy interventions can affect experience curves temporarily.  The well-known pause in PV 


module cost reductions of the mid-2000s is widely understood as a consequence of feed-in-tariff 


policies, especially in Germany and Spain.  However, this was also accompanied by a dramatic 


market expansion, decreasing the time span for cumulative doubling.  As a result of several 


factors, including rapid reduction of the Spanish FIT and gearing up global production capacity, 


module prices have fallen dramatically since 2008, pulling costs back toward the long-term 


experience curve.   


The Santa Fe Institute study (Nagy et al. 2012) also lends credence to the idea that policy 


intervention either to subsidize cost reductions directly or to expand markets probably has only a 


temporary effect.  They conclude that “Wright’s Law” (experience curves) persists across time 


and products, even though varying policy interventions have occurred across technology sectors.   







Another factor to consider is how local costs vary from global levels.  For example, at present 


US solar PV costs are considerably above those in Germany and globally on average.  One study 


concludes, “Lower average installed costs in Germany suggest that deeper near-term cost 


reductions in United States are, in fact, possible and may accompany increased market scale.  It 


is also evident, however, that market size alone is insufficient to fully capture potential near-term 


cost reductions, as suggested by the fact that the lowest-cost state markets in the United States 


are relatively small PV markets.  Targeted policies aimed at specific cost barriers (for example, 


permitting and interconnection costs), in concert with basic and applied research and 


development, may therefore be required in order to sustain the pace of installed cost reductions 


on a long-term basis.” (LBNL 2012: 43) 


In conclusion, an important part of the RTEP scenario building process will be to assess how 


policy and market drivers may affect the doubling rate of solar PV over the next two decades.   


But the experience curves themselves should continue as before. 
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		PacifiCorp 2015 IRP

		Clean Energy Scenarios Stakeholders 
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		Table 1.  Proposed Carbon Price values for CO2 Price and High CO2 Price scenarios

		values in 2014$/short ton rounded to nearest dollar



				CO2 Price		High CO2

		2020		20		20

		2021		22		27

		2022		25		33

		2023		27		40

		2024		29		46

		2025		31		53

		2026		34		59

		2027		36		66

		2028		38		72

		2029		41		79

		2030		43		85

		2031		45		92

		2032		47		98

		2033		50		105

		2034		52		111

		2035		54		118

		2036		57		124

		2037		59		131

		2038		61		137

		2039		63		144

		2040		66		150

		2041		68		157

		2042		70		163

		2043		73		170

		2044		75		176

		2045		77		183

		2046		79		189

		2047		82		196

		2048		84		202

		2049		86		209

		2050		89		215

		Table 2.  Stakeholder Recommendations for PV Solar Trigger Point Analysis

				Cost Factor		Residential Rooftop		Commercial Rooftop		FIxed Tilt    (1-20 MW)		Tracking    (1-20 MW)		Fixed Tilt (>20 MW)		Tracking (>20 MW)

		WECC 2015 kW-dc				$4,007		$3,256		$2,874		$3,071		$2,440		$2,668

		WECC dc-ac factor				1.20		1.20		1.40		1.30		1.40		1.30

		WECC 2015 kW-ac		1		$4,808		$3,907		$4,024		$3,992		$3,416		$3,468

		Medium High PV      5x by 2034		0.386		1,855		1,507		1,552		1,540		1,318		1,338

		High PV                      6x by 2034		0.320		1,537		1,249		1,286		1,276		1,092		1,109

		Table 3.  Aggregate Solar PV Market Doubling Periods

								Learning Rate		Learning rate

								0.8		0.85

		Doubling		Factor		Market Size		Module Cost		Soft Cost		Total Cost

				1x		0.25%		0.500		0.500		1.000

		1		2x		0.5%		0.400		0.425		0.825

		2		4x		1%		0.320		0.361		0.681

		3		8x		2%		0.256		0.307		0.563

		4		16x		4%		0.205		0.261		0.466

		5		32x		8%		0.164		0.222		0.386

		6		64x		16%		0.131		0.189		0.320
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Executive Summary  


 Under Executive Order 12866, agencies are required, to the extent permitted by law, “to assess both 


the costs and the benefits of the intended regulation and, recognizing that some costs and benefits are 


difficult to quantify, propose or adopt a regulation only upon a reasoned determination that the 


benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs.” The purpose of the “social cost of carbon” (SCC) 


estimates presented here is to allow agencies to incorporate the social benefits of reducing carbon 


dioxide (CO2) emissions into cost-benefit analyses of regulatory actions that impact cumulative global 


emissions. The SCC is an estimate of the monetized damages associated with an incremental increase in 


carbon emissions in a given year. It is intended to include (but is not limited to) changes in net 


agricultural productivity, human health, property damages from increased flood risk, and the value of 


ecosystem services due to climate change. 


The interagency process that developed the original U.S. government’s SCC estimates is described in the 


2010 interagency technical support document (TSD) (Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of 


Carbon 2010).  Through that process the interagency group selected four SCC values for use in 


regulatory analyses. Three values are based on the average SCC from three integrated assessment 


models (IAMs), at discount rates of 2.5, 3, and 5 percent. The fourth value, which represents the 95th 


percentile SCC estimate across all three models at a 3 percent discount rate, is included to represent 


higher-than-expected impacts from temperature change further out in the tails of the SCC distribution. 


While acknowledging the continued limitations of the approach taken by the interagency group in 2010, 


this document provides an update of the SCC estimates based on new versions of each IAM (DICE, PAGE, 


and FUND). It does not revisit other interagency modeling decisions (e.g., with regard to the discount 


rate, reference case socioeconomic and emission scenarios, or equilibrium climate sensitivity). 


Improvements in the way damages are modeled are confined to those that have been incorporated into 


the latest versions of the models by the developers themselves in the peer-reviewed literature.   


The SCC estimates using the updated versions of the models are higher than those reported in the 2010 


TSD.  By way of comparison, the four 2020 SCC estimates reported in the 2010 TSD were $7, $26, $42 


and $81 (2007$). The corresponding four updated SCC estimates for 2020 are $12, $43, $64, and $128 


(2007$).  The model updates that are relevant to the SCC estimates include: an explicit representation of 


sea level rise damages in the DICE and PAGE models;  updated adaptation assumptions, revisions to 


ensure damages are constrained by GDP, updated regional scaling of damages, and a revised treatment 


of potentially abrupt shifts in climate damages in the PAGE model; an updated carbon cycle in the DICE 


model; and updated damage functions for sea level rise impacts, the agricultural sector, and reduced 


space heating requirements, as well as changes to the transient response of temperature to the buildup 


of GHG concentrations and the inclusion of indirect effects of methane emissions in the FUND model.    


The SCC estimates vary by year, and the  following table summarizes the revised SCC estimates from 


2010 through 2050. 
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Revised Social Cost of CO2, 2010 – 2050 (in 2007 dollars per metric ton of CO2) 


Discount Rate 5.0% 3.0% 2.5% 3.0% 
Year Avg Avg Avg 95th 
2010 11 32 51 89 
2015 11 37 57 109 
2020 12 43 64 128 
2025 14 47 69 143 
2030 16 52 75 159 
2035 19 56 80 175 
2040 21 61 86 191 
2045 24 66 92 206 
2050 26 71 97 220 
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I. Purpose  


The purpose of this document is to update the schedule of social cost of carbon (SCC) estimates from 


the 2010 interagency technical support document (TSD) (Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of 


Carbon 2010).1 E.O. 13563 commits the Administration to regulatory decision making “based on the best 


available science.”2  Additionally, the interagency group recommended in 2010 that the SCC estimates 


be revisited on a regular basis or as model updates that reflect the growing body of scientific and 


economic knowledge become available.3  New versions of the three integrated assessment models used 


by the U.S. government to estimate the SCC (DICE, FUND, and PAGE), are now available and have been 


published in the peer reviewed literature. While acknowledging the continued limitations of the 


approach taken by the interagency group in 2010 (documented in the original 2010 TSD), this document 


provides an update of the SCC estimates based on the latest peer-reviewed version of the models, 


replacing model versions that were developed up to ten years ago in a rapidly evolving field. It does not 


revisit other assumptions with regard to the discount rate, reference case socioeconomic and emission 


scenarios, or equilibrium climate sensitivity. Improvements in the way damages are modeled are 


confined to those that have been incorporated into the latest versions of the models by the developers 


themselves in the peer-reviewed literature. The agencies participating in the interagency working group 


continue to investigate potential improvements to the way in which economic damages associated with 


changes in CO2 emissions are quantified.  


Section II summarizes the major updates relevant to SCC estimation that are contained in the new 


versions of the integrated assessment models released since the 2010 interagency report. Section III 


presents the updated schedule of SCC estimates for 2010 – 2050 based on these versions of the models. 


Section IV provides a discussion of other model limitations and research gaps. 


II. Summary of Model Updates 


This section briefly summarizes changes to the most recent versions of the three integrated assessment 


models (IAMs) used by the interagency group in 2010. We focus on describing those model updates that 


are relevant to estimating the social cost of carbon, as summarized in Table 1. For example, both the 


DICE and PAGE models now include an explicit representation of sea level rise damages. Other revisions 


to PAGE include: updated adaptation assumptions, revisions to ensure damages are constrained by GDP, 


updated regional scaling of damages, and a revised treatment of potentially abrupt shifts in climate 


damages.  The DICE model’s simple carbon cycle has been updated to be more consistent with a more 


complex climate model. The FUND model includes updated damage functions for sea level rise impacts, 


the agricultural sector, and reduced space heating requirements, as well as changes to the transient 


response of temperature to the buildup of GHG concentrations and the inclusion of indirect effects of 


                                                            
1  In this document, we present all values of the SCC as the cost per metric ton of CO2 emissions. Alternatively, one 
could report the SCC as the cost per metric ton of carbon emissions. The multiplier for translating between mass of 
CO2 and the mass of carbon is 3.67 (the molecular weight of CO2 divided by the molecular weight of carbon = 
44/12 = 3.67). 
2 http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/inforeg/eo12866/eo13563_01182011.pdf 
3 See p. 1, 3, 4, 29, and 33 (Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon 2010). 
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methane emissions. Changes made to parts of the models that are superseded by the interagency 


working group’s modeling assumptions – regarding equilibrium climate sensitivity, discounting, and 


socioeconomic variables – are not discussed here but can be found in the references provided in each 


section below. 


Table 1: Summary of Key Model Revisions Relevant to the Interagency SCC 


IAM  Version used in 
2010 Interagency 


Analysis  


New 
Version  


Key changes relevant to interagency SCC  


DICE  2007  2010  Updated calibration of the carbon cycle model and 
explicit representation of sea level rise (SLR) and 
associated damages.  


FUND  3.5  
(2009)  


3.8 
(2012)  


Updated damage functions for space heating, SLR, 
agricultural impacts, changes to transient response of 
temperature to buildup of GHG concentrations, and 
inclusion of indirect climate effects of methane.  


PAGE  2002  2009  Explicit representation of SLR damages, revisions to 
damage function to ensure damages do not exceed 
100% of GDP, change in regional scaling of damages, 
revised treatment of potential abrupt damages, and 
updated adaptation assumptions.  


 
 


A. DICE 


DICE 2010 includes a number of changes over the previous 2007 version used in the 2010 interagency 


report. The model changes that are relevant for the SCC estimates developed by the interagency 


working group include: 1) updated parameter values for the carbon cycle model, 2) an explicit 


representation of sea level dynamics, and 3) a re-calibrated damage function that includes an explicit 


representation of economic damages from sea level rise. Changes were also made to other parts of the 


DICE model—including the equilibrium climate sensitivity parameter, the rate of change of total factor 


productivity, and the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption—but these components of DICE 


are superseded by the interagency working group’s assumptions and so will not be discussed here. More 


details on DICE2007 can be found in Nordhaus (2008) and on DICE2010 in Nordhaus (2010).  The 


DICE2010 model and documentation is also available for download from the homepage of William 


Nordhaus. 


Carbon Cycle Parameters 


DICE uses a three-box model of carbon stocks and flows to represent the accumulation and transfer of 


carbon among the atmosphere, the shallow ocean and terrestrial biosphere, and the deep ocean. These 


parameters are “calibrated to match the carbon cycle in the Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse 
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Gas Induced Climate Change (MAGICC)” (Nordhaus 2008 p 44).4 Carbon cycle transfer coefficient values 


in DICE2010 are based on re-calibration of the model to match the newer 2009 version of MAGICC 


(Nordhaus 2010 p 2). For example, in DICE2010, in each decade, 12 percent of the carbon in the 


atmosphere is transferred to the shallow ocean, 4.7 percent of the carbon in the shallow ocean is 


transferred to the atmosphere, 94.8 percent remains in the shallow ocean, and 0.5 percent is 


transferred to the deep ocean. For comparison, in DICE 2007, 18.9 percent of the carbon in the 


atmosphere is transferred to the shallow ocean each decade, 9.7 percent of the carbon in the shallow 


ocean is transferred to the atmosphere, 85.3 percent remains in the shallow ocean, and 5 percent is 


transferred to the deep ocean. 


 


The implication of these changes for DICE2010 is in general a weakening of the ocean as a carbon sink 


and therefore a higher concentration of carbon in the atmosphere than in DICE2007, for a given path of 


emissions. All else equal, these changes will generally increase the level of warming and therefore the 


SCC estimates in DICE2010 relative to those from DICE2007. 


Sea Level Dynamics 


A new feature of DICE2010 is an explicit representation of the dynamics of the global average sea level 


anomaly to be used in the updated damage function (discussed below). This section contains a brief 


description of the sea level rise (SLR) module; a more detailed description can be found on the model 


developer’s website.5  The average global sea level anomaly is modeled as the sum of four terms that 


represent contributions from: 1) thermal expansion of the oceans, 2) melting of glaciers and small ice 


caps, 3) melting of the Greenland ice sheet, and 4) melting of the Antarctic ice sheet.  


The parameters of the four components of the SLR module are calibrated to match consensus results 


from the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4).6 The rise in sea level from thermal expansion in each 


time period (decade) is 2 percent of the difference between the sea level in the previous period and the 


long run equilibrium sea level, which is 0.5 meters per degree Celsius (°C) above the average global 


temperature in 1900. The rise in sea level from the melting of glaciers and small ice caps occurs at a rate 


of 0.008 meters per decade per °C above the average global temperature in 1900.  


The contribution to sea level rise from melting of the Greenland ice sheet is more complex. The 


equilibrium contribution to SLR is 0 meters for temperature anomalies less than 1 oC and increases 


linearly from 0 meters to a maximum of 7.3 meters for temperature anomalies between 1 oC and 3.5 °C. 


The contribution to SLR in each period is proportional to the difference between the previous period’s 


sea level anomaly and the equilibrium sea level anomaly, where the constant of proportionality 


increases with the temperature anomaly in the current period. 


                                                            
4 MAGICC is a simple climate model initially developed by the U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research that 
has been used heavily by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to emulate projections from more 
sophisticated state of the art earth system simulation models (Randall et al. 2007). 
5 Documentation on the new sea level rise module of DICE is available on William Nordhaus’ website at: 
http://nordhaus.econ.yale.edu/documents/SLR_021910.pdf. 
6 For a review of post-IPCC AR4 research on sea level rise, see Nicholls et al. (2011) and NAS (2011).  
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The contribution to SLR from the melting of the Antarctic ice sheet is -0.001 meters per decade when 


the temperature anomaly is below 3 °C and increases linearly between 3 °C and 6 °C to a maximum rate 


of 0.025 meters per decade at a temperature anomaly of 6 °C. 


Re-calibrated Damage Function 


Economic damages from climate change in the DICE model are represented by a fractional loss of gross 


economic output in each period. A portion of the remaining economic output in each period (net of 


climate change damages) is consumed and the remainder is invested in the physical capital stock to 


support future economic production, so each period’s climate damages will reduce consumption in that 


period and in all future periods due to the lost investment. The fraction of output in each period that is 


lost due to climate change impacts is represented as one minus a fraction, which is one divided by a 


quadratic function of the temperature anomaly, producing a sigmoid (“S”-shaped) function.7 The loss 


function in DICE2010 has been expanded by adding a quadratic function of SLR to the quadratic function 


of temperature. In DICE2010 the temperature anomaly coefficients have been recalibrated to avoid 


double-counting damages from sea level rise that were implicitly included in these parameters in 


DICE2007.  


The aggregate damages in DICE2010 are illustrated by Nordhaus (2010 p 3), who notes that “…damages 


in the uncontrolled (baseline) [i.e., reference] case … in 2095 are $12 trillion, or 2.8 percent of global 


output, for a global temperature increase of 3.4 oC above 1900 levels.”  This compares to a loss of 3.2 


percent of global output at 3.4 oC in DICE2007. However, in DICE2010, annual damages are lower in 


most of the early periods of the modeling horizon but higher in later periods than would be calculated 


using the DICE2007 damage function. Specifically, the percent difference between damages in the base 


run of DICE2010 and those that would be calculated using the DICE2007 damage function starts at +7 


percent in 2005, decreases to a low of -14 percent in 2065, then continuously increases to +20 percent 


by 2300 (the end of the interagency analysis time horizon), and to +160 percent by the end of the model 


time horizon in 2595. The large increases in the far future years of the time horizon are due to the 


permanence associated with damages from sea level rise, along with the assumption that the sea level is 


projected to continue to rise long after the global average temperature begins to decrease.  The changes 


to the loss function generally decrease the interagency working group SCC estimates slightly given that 


relative increases in damages in later periods are discounted more heavily, all else equal. 


B. FUND 


FUND version 3.8 includes a number of changes over the previous version 3.5 (Narita et al. 2010) used in 


the 2010 interagency report. Documentation supporting FUND and the model’s source code for all 


versions of the model is available from the model authors.8 Notable changes, due to their impact on the 


                                                            
7 The model and documentation, including formulas, are available on the author’s 
webpage at http://www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/RICEmodels.htm. 
8 http://www.fund-model.org/.  This report uses version 3.8 of the FUND model, which represents a modest update 
to the most recent version of the model to appear in the literature (version 3.7) (Anthoff and Tol, 2013a).  For the 
purpose of computing the SCC, the relevant changes (between 3.7 to 3.8) are associated with improving 



http://www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/RICEmodels.htm

http://www.fund-model.org/
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SCC estimates, are adjustments to the space heating, agriculture, and sea level rise damage functions in 


addition to changes to the temperature response function and the inclusion of indirect effects from 


methane emissions.9 We discuss each of these in turn. 


Space Heating 


In FUND, the damages associated with the change in energy needs for space heating are based on the 


estimated impact due to one degree of warming. These baseline damages are scaled based on the 


forecasted temperature anomaly’s deviation from the one degree benchmark and adjusted for changes 


in vulnerability due to economic and energy efficiency growth. In FUND 3.5, the function that scales the 


base year damages adjusted for vulnerability allows for the possibility that in some simulations the 


benefits associated with reduced heating needs may be an unbounded convex function of the 


temperature anomaly. In FUND 3.8, the form of the scaling has been modified to ensure that the 


function is everywhere concave and that there will exist an upper bound on the benefits a region may 


receive from reduced space heating needs. The new formulation approaches a value of two in the limit 


of large temperature anomalies, or in other words, assuming no decrease in vulnerability, the reduced 


expenditures on space heating at any level of warming will not exceed two times the reductions 


experienced at one degree of warming. Since the reduced need for space heating represents a benefit of 


climate change in the model, or a negative damage, this change will increase the estimated SCC. This 


update accounts for a significant portion of the difference in the expected SCC estimates reported by 


the two versions of the model when run probabilistically. 


Sea Level Rise and Land Loss 


The FUND model explicitly includes damages associated with the inundation of dry land due to sea level 


rise. The amount of land lost within a region is dependent upon the proportion of the coastline being 


protected by adequate sea walls and the amount of sea level rise. In FUND 3.5 the function defining the 


potential land lost in a given year due to sea level rise is linear in the rate of sea level rise for that year. 


This assumption implicitly assumes that all regions are well represented by a homogeneous coastline in 


length and a constant uniform slope moving inland. In FUND 3.8 the function defining the potential land 


lost has been changed to be a convex function of sea level rise, thereby assuming that the slope of the 


shore line increases moving inland. The effect of this change is to typically reduce the vulnerability of 


some regions to sea level rise based land loss, thereby lowering the expected SCC estimate. 10   


Agriculture 


                                                                                                                                                                                                
consistency with IPCC AR4 by adjusting the atmospheric lifetimes of CH4 and N2O and incorporating the indirect 
forcing effects of CH4, along with making minor stability improvements in the sea wall construction algorithm. 
9 The other damage sectors (water resources, space cooling, land loss, migration, ecosystems, human health, and 
extreme weather) were not significantly updated. 
10 For stability purposes this report also uses an update to the model which assumes that regional coastal 
protection measures will be built to protect the most valuable land first, such that the marginal benefits of coastal 
protection is decreasing in the level of protection following Fankhauser (1995). 
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In FUND, the damages associated with the agricultural sector are measured as proportional to the 


sector’s value. The fraction is bounded from above by one and is made up of three additive components 


that represent the effects from carbon fertilization, the rate of temperature change, and the level of the 


temperature anomaly. In both FUND 3.5 and FUND 3.8, the fraction of the sector’s value lost due to the 


level of the temperature anomaly is modeled as a quadratic function with an intercept of zero. In FUND 


3.5, the coefficients of this loss function are modeled as the ratio of two random normal variables. This 


specification had the potential for unintended extreme behavior as draws from the parameter in the 


denominator approached zero or went negative. In FUND 3.8, the coefficients are drawn directly from 


truncated normal distributions so that they remain in the range [0, )  and ( ,0] , respectively, 


ensuring the correct sign and eliminating the potential for divide by zero errors.  The means for the new 


distributions are set equal to the ratio of the means from the normal distributions used in the previous 


version. In general the impact of this change has been to decrease the range of the distribution while 


spreading out the distributions’ mass over the remaining range relative to the previous version. The net 


effect of this change on the SCC estimates is difficult to predict.  


Transient Temperature Response  


The temperature response model translates changes in global levels of radiative forcing into the current 


expected temperature anomaly. In FUND, a given year’s increase in the temperature anomaly is based 


on a mean reverting function where the mean equals the equilibrium temperature anomaly that would 


eventually be reached if that year’s level of radiative forcing were sustained. The rate of mean reversion 


defines the rate at which the transient temperature approaches the equilibrium. In FUND 3.5, the rate 


of temperature response is defined as a decreasing linear function of equilibrium climate sensitivity to 


capture the fact that the progressive heat uptake of the deep ocean causes the rate to slow at higher 


values of the equilibrium climate sensitivity. In FUND 3.8, the rate of temperature response has been 


updated to a quadratic function of the equilibrium climate sensitivity. This change reduces the sensitivity 


of the rate of temperature response to the level of the equilibrium climate sensitivity, a relationship first 


noted by Hansen et al. (1985) based on the heat uptake of the deep ocean. Therefore in FUND 3.8, the 


temperature response will typically be faster than in the previous version. The overall effect of this 


change is likely to increase estimates of the SCC as higher temperatures are reached during the 


timeframe analyzed and as the same damages experienced in the previous version of the model are now 


experienced earlier and therefore discounted less. 


Methane 


The IPCC AR4 notes a series of indirect effects of methane emissions, and has developed methods for 


proxying such effects when computing the global warming potential of methane (Forster et al. 2007). 


FUND 3.8 now includes the same methods for incorporating the indirect effects of methane emissions. 


Specifically, the average atmospheric lifetime of methane has been set to 12 years to account for the 


feedback of methane emissions on its own lifetime. The radiative forcing associated with atmospheric 


methane has also been increased by 40% to account for its net impact on ozone production and 


stratospheric water vapor. All else equal, the effect of this increased radiative forcing will be to increase 


the estimated SCC values, due to greater projected temperature anomaly. 
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C. PAGE 


PAGE09 (Hope 2013) includes a number of changes from PAGE2002, the version used in the 2010 SCC 


interagency report. The changes that most directly affect the SCC estimates include: explicitly modeling 


the impacts from sea level rise, revisions to the damage function to ensure damages are constrained by 


GDP, a change in the regional scaling of damages, a revised treatment for the probability of a 


discontinuity within the damage function, and revised assumptions on adaptation. The model also 


includes revisions to the carbon cycle feedback and the calculation of regional temperatures.11 More 


details on PAGE09 can be found in Hope (2011a, 2011b, 2011c). A description of PAGE2002 can be found 


in Hope (2006).   


Sea Level Rise 


While PAGE2002 aggregates all damages into two categories – economic and non-economic impacts -, 


PAGE09 adds a third explicit category: damages from sea level rise. In the previous version of the model, 


damages from sea level rise were subsumed by the other damage categories. In PAGE09 sea level 


damages increase less than linearly with sea level under the assumption that land, people, and GDP are 


more concentrated in low-lying shoreline areas. Damages from the economic and non-economic sector 


were adjusted to account for the introduction of this new category.  


 Revised Damage Function to Account for Saturation  


In PAGE09, small initial economic and non-economic benefits (negative damages) are modeled for small 


temperature increases, but all regions eventually experience economic damages from climate change, 


where damages are the sum of additively separable polynomial functions of temperature and sea level 


rise. Damages transition from this polynomial function to a logistic path once they exceed a certain 


proportion of remaining Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to ensure that damages do not exceed 100 


percent of GDP. This differs from PAGE2002, which allowed Eastern Europe to potentially experience 


large benefits from temperature increases, and which also did not bound the possible damages that 


could be experienced. 


Regional Scaling Factors 


As in the previous version of PAGE, the PAGE09 model calculates the damages for the European Union 


(EU) and then, assumes that damages for other regions are proportional based on a given scaling factor. 


The scaling factor in PAGE09 is based on the length of a region’s coastline relative to the EU (Hope 


2011b). Because of the long coastline in the EU, other regions are, on average, less vulnerable than the 


EU for the same sea level and temperature increase, but all regions have a positive scaling factor. 


PAGE2002 based its scaling factors on four studies reported in the IPCC’s third assessment report, and 


allowed for benefits from temperature increase in Eastern Europe, smaller impacts in developed 


countries, and higher damages in developing countries.  


                                                            
11 Because several changes in the PAGE model are structural (e.g., the addition of sea level rise and treatment of 
discontinuity), it is not possible to assess the direct impact of each change on the SCC in isolation as done for the 
other two models above. 
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Probability of a Discontinuity 


In PAGE2002, the damages associated with a “discontinuity” (nonlinear extreme event) were modeled 


as an expected value. Specifically, a stochastic probability of a discontinuity was multiplied by the 


damages associated with a discontinuity to obtain an expected value, and this was added to the 


economic and non-economic impacts.  That is, additional damages from an extreme event, such as 


extreme melting of the Greenland ice sheet, were multiplied by the probability of the event occurring 


and added to the damage estimate. In PAGE09, the probability of discontinuity is treated as a discrete 


event for each year in the model. The damages for each model run are estimated either with or without 


a discontinuity occurring, rather than as an expected value. A large‐scale discontinuity becomes possible 


when the temperature rises beyond some threshold value between 2 and 4°C. The probability that a 


discontinuity will occur beyond this threshold then increases by between 10 and 30 percent for every 


1°C rise in temperature beyond the threshold. If a discontinuity occurs, the EU loses an additional 5 to 


25 percent of its GDP (drawn from a triangular distribution with a mean of 15 percent) in addition to 


other damages, and other regions lose an amount determined by the regional scaling factor. The 


threshold value for a possible discontinuity is lower than in PAGE2002, while the rate at which the 


probability of a discontinuity increases with the temperature anomaly and the damages that result from 


a discontinuity are both higher than in PAGE2002. The model assumes that only one discontinuity can 


occur and that the impact is phased in over a period of time, but once it occurs, its effect is permanent. 


Adaptation 


As in PAGE2002, adaptation is available to help mitigate any climate change impacts that occur. In PAGE 


this adaptation is the same regardless of the temperature change or sea level rise and is therefore akin 


to what is more commonly considered a reduction in vulnerability. It is modeled by reducing the 


damages by some percentage. PAGE09 assumes a smaller decrease in vulnerability than the previous 


version of the model and assumes that it will take longer for this change in vulnerability to be realized. 


In the aggregated economic sector, at the time of full implementation, this adaptation will mitigate all 


damages up to a temperature increase of 1°C, and for temperature anomalies between  1°C and 2°C, it 


will reduce damages by 15-30 percent (depending on the region). However, it takes 20 years to fully 


implement this adaptation. In PAGE2002, adaptation was assumed to reduce economic sector damages 


up to 2°C by 50-90 percent after 20 years. Beyond 2°C, no adaptation is assumed to be available to 


mitigate the impacts of climate change. For the non-economic sector, in PAGE09 adaptation is available 


to reduce 15 percent of the damages due to a temperature increase between 0°C and 2°C and is 


assumed to take 40 years to fully implement, instead of 25 percent of the damages over 20 years 


assumed in PAGE2002. Similarly, adaptation is assumed to alleviate 25-50 percent of the damages from 


the first 0.20 to 0.25 meters of sea level rise but is assumed to be ineffective thereafter. Hope (2011c) 


estimates that the less optimistic assumptions regarding the ability to offset impacts of temperature and 


sea level rise via adaptation increase the SCC by approximately 30 percent. 


Other Noteworthy Changes 
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Two other changes in the model are worth noting. There is a change in the way the model accounts for 


decreased CO2 absorption on land and in the ocean as temperature rises. PAGE09 introduces a linear 


feedback from global mean temperature to the percentage gain in the excess concentration of CO2, 


capped at a maximum level. In PAGE2002, an additional amount was added to the CO2 emissions each 


period to account for a decrease in ocean absorption and a loss of soil carbon. Also updated is the 


method by which the average global and annual temperature anomaly is downscaled to determine 


annual average regional temperature anomalies to be used in the regional damage functions. In 


PAGE2002, the scaling was determined solely based on regional difference in emissions of sulfate 


aerosols. In PAGE09, this regional temperature anomaly is further adjusted using an additive factor that 


is based on the average absolute latitude of a region relative to the area weighted average absolute 


latitude of the Earth’s landmass, to capture relatively greater changes in temperature forecast to be 


experienced at higher latitudes. 


 


 


III. Revised SCC Estimates 


The updated versions of the three integrated assessment models were run using the same methodology 


detailed in the 2010 TSD (Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon 2010). The approach 


along with the inputs for the socioeconomic emissions scenarios, equilibrium climate sensitivity 


distribution, and discount rate remains the same. This includes the five reference scenarios based on the 


EMF-22 modeling exercise, the Roe and Baker equilibrium climate sensitivity distribution calibrated to 


the IPCC AR4, and three constant discount rates of 2.5, 3, and 5 percent. 


As was previously the case, the use of three models, three discount rates, and five scenarios produces 


45 separate distributions for the global SCC. The approach laid out in the 2010 TSD applied equal weight 


to each model and socioeconomic scenario in order to reduce the dimensionality down to three 


separate distributions representative of the three discount rates. The interagency group selected four 


values from these distributions for use in regulatory analysis. Three values are based on the average SCC 


across models and socio-economic-emissions scenarios at the 2.5, 3, and 5 percent discount rates, 


respectively. The fourth value was chosen to represent the higher-than-expected economic impacts 


from climate change further out in the tails of the SCC distribution. For this purpose, the 95th percentile 


of the SCC estimates at a 3 percent discount rate was chosen. (A detailed set of percentiles by model 


and scenario combination and additional summary statistics for the 2020 values is available in the 


Appendix.)  As noted in the 2010 TSD, “the 3 percent discount rate is the central value, and so the 


central value that emerges is the average SCC across models at the 3 percent discount rate” 


(Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon 2010, p. 25). However, for purposes of capturing 


the uncertainties involved in regulatory impact analysis, the interagency group emphasizes the 


importance and value of including all four SCC values. 


Table 2 shows the four selected SCC estimates in five year increments from 2010 to 2050. Values for 


2010, 2020, 2030, 2040, and 2050 are calculated by first combining all outputs (10,000 estimates per 
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model run) from all scenarios and models for a given discount rate. Values for the years in between are 


calculated using linear interpolation. The full set of revised annual SCC estimates between 2010 and 


2050 is reported in the Appendix.   


Table 2: Revised Social Cost of CO2, 2010 – 2050 (in 2007 dollars per metric ton of CO2) 


Discount Rate 5.0% 3.0% 2.5% 3.0% 
Year Avg Avg Avg 95th 
2010 11 32 51 89 
2015 11 37 57 109 
2020 12 43 64 128 
2025 14 47 69 143 
2030 16 52 75 159 
2035 19 56 80 175 
2040 21 61 86 191 
2045 24 66 92 206 
2050 26 71 97 220 


 


The SCC estimates using the updated versions of the models are higher than those reported in the 2010 


TSD due to the changes to the models outlined in the previous section. By way of comparison, the 2020 


SCC estimates reported in the original TSD were $7, $26, $42 and $81 (2007$) (Interagency Working 


Group on Social Cost of Carbon 2010).  Figure 1 illustrates where the four SCC values for 2020 fall within 


the full distribution for each discount rate based on the combined set of runs for each model and 


scenario (150,000 estimates in total for each discount rate). In general, the distributions are skewed to 


the right and have long tails. The Figure also shows that the lower the discount rate, the longer the right 


tail of the distribution. 


Figure 1: Distribution of SCC Estimates for 2020 (in 2007$ per metric ton CO2) 
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As was the case in the 2010 TSD, the SCC increases over time because future emissions are expected to 


produce larger incremental damages as physical and economic systems become more stressed in 


response to greater climatic change. The approach taken by the interagency group is to compute the 


cost of a marginal ton emitted in the future by running the models for a set of perturbation years out to 


2050. Table 3 illustrates how the growth rate for these four SCC estimates varies over time.  


Table 3: Average Annual Growth Rates of SCC Estimates between 2010 and 2050 


Average Annual Growth 5.0% 3.0% 2.5% 3.0% 
Rate (%) Avg Avg Avg 95th 


2010-2020 1.2% 3.3% 2.4% 4.4% 
2020-2030 3.4% 2.1% 1.7% 2.4% 
2030-2040 3.0% 1.9% 1.5% 2.1% 
2040-2050 2.6% 1.6% 1.3% 1.5% 


 


The future monetized value of emission reductions in each year (the SCC in year t multiplied by the 


change in emissions in year t) must be discounted to the present to determine its total net present value 


for use in regulatory analysis. As previously discussed in the 2010 TSD, damages from future emissions 


should be discounted at the same rate as that used to calculate the SCC estimates themselves to ensure 


internal consistency – i.e., future damages from climate change, whether they result from emissions 


today or emissions in a later year, should be discounted using the same rate.  


Under current OMB guidance contained in Circular A-4, analysis of economically significant proposed 


and final regulations from the domestic perspective is required, while analysis from the international 


perspective is optional. However, the climate change problem is highly unusual in at least two respects. 


First, it involves a global externality: emissions of most greenhouse gases contribute to damages around 
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the world even when they are emitted in the United States. Consequently, to address the global nature 


of the problem, the SCC must incorporate the full (global) damages caused by GHG emissions. Second, 


climate change presents a problem that the United States alone cannot solve. Even if the United States 


were to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to zero, that step would be far from enough to avoid 


substantial climate change. Other countries would also need to take action to reduce emissions if 


significant changes in the global climate are to be avoided. Emphasizing the need for a global solution to 


a global problem, the United States has been actively involved in seeking international agreements to 


reduce emissions and in encouraging other nations, including emerging major economies, to take 


significant steps to reduce emissions. When these considerations are taken as a whole, the interagency 


group concluded that a global measure of the benefits from reducing U.S. emissions is preferable.   For 


additional discussion, see the 2010 TSD. 


IV. Other Model Limitations and Research Gaps 


The 2010 interagency SCC TSD discusses a number of important limitations for which additional research 


is needed. In particular, the document highlights the need to improve the quantification of both non-


catastrophic and catastrophic damages, the treatment of adaptation and technological change, and the 


way in which inter-regional and inter-sectoral linkages are modeled. While the new version of the 


models discussed above offer some improvements in these areas, further work remains warranted.  The 


2010 TSD also discusses the need to more carefully assess the implications of risk aversion for SCC 


estimation as well as the inability to perfectly substitute between climate and non-climate goods at 


higher temperature increases, both of which have implications for the discount rate used. EPA, DOE, and 


other agencies continue to engage in research on modeling and valuation of climate impacts that can 


potentially improve SCC estimation in the future.  
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Appendix A 


 


Table A1: Annual SCC Values: 2010-2050 (2007$/metric ton CO2) 


Discount Rate 5.0% 3.0% 2.5% 3.0% 
Year Avg Avg Avg 95th 
2010 11 32 51 89 
2011 11 33 52 93 
2012 11 34 54 97 
2013 11 35 55 101 
2014 11 36 56 105 
2015 11 37 57 109 
2016 12 38 59 112 
2017 12 39 60 116 
2018 12 40 61 120 
2019 12 42 62 124 
2020 12 43 64 128 
2021 12 43 65 131 
2022 13 44 66 134 
2023 13 45 67 137 
2024 14 46 68 140 
2025 14 47 69 143 
2026 15 48 70 146 
2027 15 49 71 149 
2028 15 50 72 152 
2029 16 51 73 155 
2030 16 52 75 159 
2031 17 52 76 162 
2032 17 53 77 165 
2033 18 54 78 168 
2034 18 55 79 172 
2035 19 56 80 175 
2036 19 57 81 178 
2037 20 58 83 181 
2038 20 59 84 185 
2039 21 60 85 188 
2040 21 61 86 191 
2041 22 62 87 194 
2042 22 63 88 197 
2043 23 64 89 200 
2044 23 65 90 203 
2045 24 66 92 206 
2046 24 67 93 209 
2047 25 68 94 211 
2048 25 69 95 214 
2049 26 70 96 217 
2050 26 71 97 220 
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 Table A2: 2020 Global SCC Estimates at 2.5 Percent Discount Rate (2007$/metric ton CO2) 


Percentile 1st 5th 10th 25th 50th Avg 75th 90th 95th 99th 
Scenario12 PAGE 
IMAGE 6 11 15 27 58 129 139 327 515 991 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


4 6 9 16 34 78 82 196 317 649 
MESSAGE 4 8 11 20 42 108 107 278 483 918 
MiniCAM Base 5 9 12 22 47 107 113 266 431 872 
5th Scenario 2 4 6 11 25 85 68 200 387 955 
  


          
Scenario DICE 
IMAGE 25 31 37 47 64 72 92 123 139 161 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


14 18 20 26 36 40 50 65 74 85 
MESSAGE 20 24 28 37 51 58 71 95 109 221 
MiniCAM Base 20 25 29 38 53 61 76 102 117 135 
5th Scenario 17 22 25 33 45 52 65 91 106 126 
  


          
Scenario FUND 
IMAGE -14 -2 4 15 31 39 55 86 107 157 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


-6 1 6 14 27 35 46 70 87 141 
MESSAGE -16 -5 1 11 24 31 43 67 83 126 
MiniCAM Base -7 2 7 16 32 39 55 83 103 158 
5th Scenario -29 -13 -6 4 16 21 32 53 69 103 
 


Table A3: 2020 Global SCC Estimates at 3 Percent Discount Rate (2007$/metric ton CO2) 


Percentile 1st 5th 10th 25th 50th Avg 75th 90th 95th 99th 
Scenario PAGE 
IMAGE 4 7 10 18 38 91 95 238 385 727 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


2 4 6 11 23 56 58 142 232 481 
MESSAGE 3 5 7 13 29 75 74 197 330 641 
MiniCAM Base 3 5 8 14 30 73 75 184 300 623 
5th Scenario 1 3 4 7 17 58 48 136 264 660 
  


          
Scenario DICE 
IMAGE 16 21 24 32 43 48 60 79 90 102 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


10 13 15 19 25 28 35 44 50 58 
MESSAGE 14 18 20 26 35 40 49 64 73 83 
MiniCAM Base 13 17 20 26 35 39 49 65 73 85 
5th Scenario 12 15 17 22 30 34 43 58 67 79 
  


          
Scenario FUND 
IMAGE -13 -4 0 8 18 23 33 51 65 99 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


-7 -1 2 8 17 21 29 45 57 95 
MESSAGE -14 -6 -2 5 14 18 26 41 52 82 
MiniCAM Base -7 -1 3 9 19 23 33 50 63 101 
5th Scenario -22 -11 -6 1 8 11 18 31 40 62 


                                                            
12 See 2010 TSD for a description of these scenarios. 
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Table A4: 2020 Global SCC Estimates at 5 Percent Discount Rate (2007$/metric ton CO2) 


Percentile 1st 5th 10th 25th 50th Avg 75th 90th 95th 99th 
Scenario PAGE 
IMAGE 1 2 2 5 10 28 27 71 123 244 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


1 1 2 3 7 17 17 45 75 153 
MESSAGE 1 1 2 4 9 24 22 60 106 216 
MiniCAM Base 1 1 2 3 8 21 21 54 94 190 
5th Scenario 0 1 1 2 5 18 14 41 78 208 
  


          
Scenario DICE 
IMAGE 6 8 9 11 14 15 18 22 25 27 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


4 5 6 7 9 10 12 15 16 18 
MESSAGE 6 7 8 10 12 13 16 20 22 25 
MiniCAM Base 5 6 7 8 11 12 14 18 20 22 
5th Scenario 5 6 6 8 10 11 14 17 19 21 
  


          
Scenario FUND 
IMAGE -9 -5 -4 -1 2 3 6 10 14 24 
MERGE 


Optimistic 


-6 -4 -2 0 3 4 6 11 15 26 
MESSAGE -10 -6 -4 -1 1 2 5 9 12 21 
MiniCAM Base -7 -4 -2 0 3 4 6 11 14 25 
5th Scenario -11 -7 -5 -3 0 0 3 5 7 13 
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Table A5: Additional Summary Statistics of 2020 Global SCC Estimates 


Discount rate: 5.0% 3.0% 2.5% 
Statistic: Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis 


DICE 12 26 2 15 38 409 3 24 57 1097 3 30 
PAGE 22 1616 5 32 71 14953 4 22 101 29312 4 23 
FUND 3 41 5 179 19 1452 -42 8727 33 6154 -73 14931 
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Appendix B 


 


The November 2013 revision of this technical support document is based on two corrections to the runs 


based on the FUND model. First, the potential dry land loss in the algorithm that estimates regional 


coastal protections was misspecified in the model’s computer code. This correction is covered in an 


erratum to Anthoff and Tol (2013a) published in the same journal (Climatic Change) in October 2013 


(Anthoff and Tol (2013b)). Second, the equilibrium climate sensitivity distribution was inadvertently 


specified as a truncated Gamma distribution (the default in FUND) as opposed to the truncated Roe and 


Baker distribution as was intended. The truncated Gamma distribution used in the FUND runs had 


approximately the same mean and upper truncation point, but lower variance and faster decay of the 


upper tail, as compared to the intended specification based on the Roe and Baker distribution. The 


difference between the original estimates reported in the May 2013 version of this technical support 


document and this revision are generally one dollar or less. 
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• Review pre-identified carbon price forecasts 
• Introduce additional carbon price forecasts for 


consideration 
• Identify 2034 Reference Case CO2 Price 
• There are many unknowns and uncertainties 


in this analysis. We should take a best 
estimate approach. 


* 2032 Reference Case Carbon Price ($37.11) 


Overview 
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Forecast Sources 


• CEC (High, Mid, & Low Scenarios) (Review) 
• LBNL Load Serving Entities (High, Mid, & Low 


Scenarios) (Review) 
• NWPCC (CO Tax BC/Federal, CA Cap/Trade) 


(Review) 
• EPA (High, Mid, & Low Scenarios) (New) 
• EIA (High and Low Scenarios) (New) 
• Synapse (High, Mid, & Low Scenarios) (New) 
 
*Note:  All data sources have been 
converted/adjusted to 2014$/short ton.   
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Carbon Price Forecast Compilation 
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Forecast Compilation-Complete 
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Forecast Compilation-Averages 
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California Energy Commission 


• Forecast considerations: 
– Prepared in consultation with 


CAISO, relevant state and local 
agencies, and interested 
stakeholders 


– California-centric 
– Cap & Trade regulation to continue 


through forecast period 
– Carbon cost under Cap & Trade will 


increase from a 2013 reserve 
auction price of $10.71/MTCO2e 
(nominal $) in all three scenarios 


– Low carbon prices will be set to the 
reserve auction price which is 
defined as increasing by CPI plus 
5% 


– In 2020 carbon cost will be $20, $29, 
and $50 per MTCO2e in the high, 
mid, and low demand cases, 
respectively 


– 2034 values are extrapolated based 
on best curve fit model 
 
 
 


• Scenarios: 
– Low Energy Consumption:  


Assumes identical carbon prices 
during first two compliance periods 
due to a high probability that 
complementary policies reduce 
emissions in that time period 


– Mid Energy Consumption:  Assumes 
less availability of these 
complementary programs, resulting 
in a forecast of carbon prices 
increasing 1.5 times the low energy 
consumption scenario 


– High Energy Consumption:  
Assumes carbon prices at 3 times 
the mid energy consumption 
scenario, but below the containment 
price because of assumed lower 
amounts of credits due to higher 
loads and less abatements from 
complementary policies 
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California Energy Commission 
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 


• Forecast 
considerations: 
– Summarizing utility 


IRPs over the last two 
decades 


– Demand response 
– Regulatory and 


environmental risk 
management 


– Energy efficiency 
 


 


• Scenarios: 
– Various throughout the 


load serving entities; 
High, Mid, Low, Base, 
etc… 
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory  
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Northwest Power & Conservation Council 


• Forecast considerations: 
– Commissioned study by 


EcoSecurities Consulting 
Limited to review literature 
on carbon pricing studies 
and develop a range of 
likely prices under different 
scenarios 


– Full release September 
2014 


– Results dependent on 
methodology, carbon-
reducing targets, scope 
and roll of carbon-credit 
trading 


– Preview included three 
forecasts 


• Scenarios: 
– California Cap and 


Trade 
– BC Carbon Tax  
– Federal Carbon 


Tax/Allowance Cost 
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Northwest Power & Conservation Council 
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Environmental Protection Agency 
• Forecast considerations: 


– Published June 2014:  “Regulatory 
Impact Analysis for the Proposed 
Carbon Pollution Guidelines for 
Existing Power Plants and Emission 
Standards for Modified and 
Reconstructed Power Plants 


– Consistent with Clean Air Act section 
111(d) 


– Developed over many years with 
input from other federal agencies 
and from the public 


– Three primary input parameters 
(equilibrium climate sensitivity, 
reference socioeconomic scenarios, 
discount rate) 


– Derived from consistent exploration 
of three Integrated Assessment 
Models (DICE, FUND, PAGE), 
averages between the three models 
were used 


• Scenarios:   
– Each scenario takes into 


account the same three 
input parameters 
(equilibrium climate 
sensitivity, reference 
socioeconomic 
scenarios, discount rate) 


– The different scenarios 
implement averages 
from the three Integrated 
Assessment Models at 
discount rates of 5, 3, 
and 2.5 percent.   
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Environmental Protection Agency 
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Energy Information Administration 
• Forecast considers: 


– Energy Market and 
Economic Impacts of the 
American Clean Energy 
and Security Act of 2009 
(ACESA) 


– ACESA was approved by 
the House of 
Representatives in 2009 
but defeated in the Senate 


– ACESA focused on limiting 
greenhouse gas emissions, 
primarily carbon dioxide  


– 2034 values are 
extrapolated using best 
curve fit model 


• Scenarios:  Two 
scenarios were 
reviewed, representing 
a “high” and a “low” 
case.  
– High (Low Discount 


Case): Similar to base 
case but assumes a 5% 
discount rate for 
allowance  banking.   


– Low (Zero Banking):  
Assumes there is no 
accumulation of excess 
allowances for use 
beyond 2030. 
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Energy Information Administration 
(*extrapolated 2034 values) 
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Synapse (2013 CO2 Price Forecast) 
• Forecast considers: 


– Regulatory measures limiting 
CO2 emissions from power 
plants implemented in the near 
term. 


– State and regional action 
limiting CO2, ongoing and 
growing more stringent. 


– CO2 price is already being 
factored into federal rulemaking. 


– Ongoing analysis of emissions 
caps suggest a wide range of 
possible prices.  


– Electric suppliers continue to 
account for the opportunity cost 
of CO2 abatement in their 
resource planning.   


• Scenarios: 
– High carbon cost:  More 


aggressive emissions 
reduction targets. 


– Mid carbon cost:  
Federal policies 
implemented with 
significant but 
reasonably achievable 
goals. 


– Low carbon cost:  
Federal policies, 
regulatory or legislative, 
exist but are not very 
stringent.   
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Synapse (2013 CO2 Price Forecast) 
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Summary 


• Large range of possible values for the 
future cost of carbon (~$19-$110/short ton) 


• Result is a function of various inputs and 
assumptions  


• Many uncertainties in these forecasts 
• What is the best estimate? 
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Options: 2034 Reference Case CO2 Price 


• EPA Mid Scenario= $57.41/short ton 
– Based on proposed federal policy 
– Aligns closely with TEPPC’s principals of modeling enacted policy 
– Do estimate impacts of proposed policy in absence of enacted 


policy? 
• Average of all mid-estimate forecasts = $52.25/short ton 


– Leverage this review 
– Middle-of-the-road and leave room for other sensitivities (i.e., 


SPSG scenarios) 
• Synapse Mid scenario = $48.83/short ton 


– Independent analysis 
– Solid mid-point estimate 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 


WECC recommends any of 
these options 
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Questions and Comments 
Colby Johnson 
Engineering Intern  
Transmission Expansion Planning 
Western Electricity Coordinating Council 
155 North 400 West, Suite 200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
801-819-7667 
cjohnson@wecc.biz 
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		Colby Johnson�Engineering Intern, Transmission Expansion Planning�

		Overview

		Forecast Sources

		Carbon Price Forecast Compilation

		Forecast Compilation-Complete

		Forecast Compilation-Averages

		California Energy Commission

		California Energy Commission

		Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

		Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

		Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

		Northwest Power & Conservation Council

		Northwest Power & Conservation Council

		Environmental Protection Agency

		Environmental Protection Agency

		Energy Information Administration

		Energy Information Administration (*extrapolated 2034 values)

		Synapse (2013 CO2 Price Forecast)

		Synapse (2013 CO2 Price Forecast)

		Summary

		Options: 2034 Reference Case CO2 Price

		Questions and Comments




Recommended Values

		Final Recommended Scenario Modeling Parameters



		Input Parameters		Units		Relation		2034 Reference Value		~OLD~2032 Reference Value (E3 Rec)		Scenario 1 (E3 Alternative)		Scenario 2 (E3 Alternative)		Scenario 3 (E3 Alternative)		Scenario 4 (E3 Alternative)		E3 Comments (2032)		LCOE		Capacity Factor		Reason for Change		Comments

		Load Parameters

		Load Peak Demand: WECC		MW				2024 forecast grows at 1.44% per year		2022 forecast grows at 1.41% per year		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.4% higher		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.1% higher		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.4% lower		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.7% lower		General Comment on Loads & Load Modifiers: For narrative coherence, each of these parameters needs to be described and quantified independently to provide a clear link to the scenario drivers.  While discussions among the MDTF have linked the 'High DSM' load forecast to the 'Load Energy' parameter in scenarios 3 & 4, the High DSM load forecast should not be used as a proxy for a low economic growth forecast, as it is based on a forecast of EE achievement and has no link to the actual sensitivity of loads to economic growth.  Rather, this forecast should be used to derive possible levels of EE achievement across scenarios. Load growth assumptions in the 'Load Peak Demand' and 'Load Energy' parameters should reflect the potential range of rates at which load growth that could occur under various scenarios of economic growth in the WECC and should not reflect any assumptions about whether the scenario includes more aggressive energy efficiency than the Reference Case.  Directional impacts should be:
   -Ref: L 0 / EE 0 / EV 0 ---> NL 0
   -S1: L + / EE 0 / EV 0 ---> NL ++
   -S2: L + / EE ++ / EV ++ ---> NL +
   -S3: L - / EE 0 / EV 0 ---> NL -
   -S4: L - / EE + / EV + ---> NL --
(L = load; EE = energy efficiency; EV = electrification; NL = net load [NL = L - EE + EV]).  

*To see how each of these factors would contribute to loads in the scenarios, see the tables on the 'Parameter Details' tab.*						CAGR calculated using 2012 & 2024 load data

		AESO						3.11%		3.75%

		AVA						0.89%		1.87%

		AZPS						1.55%		2.78%

		BANC						0.46%		-0.10%

		BCHA						0.96%		0.94%

		BPAT						1.09%		0.52%

		CFE						2.94%		3.95%

		CHPD						0.62%		1.52%

		CIPB						1.43%		0.39%

		CIPV						0.62%		-0.11%

		CISC						0.15%		0.34%

		CISD						-0.29%		1.31%

		DOPD						1.79%		1.34%

		EPE						3.07%		2.78%

		GCPD						1.24%		1.84%

		IID						1.22%		1.50%

		IPFE						3.75%		4.11%

		IPMV						1.48%		1.93%

		IPTV						1.73%		3.34%

		LDWP						0.41%		1.59%

		NEVP						1.36%		0.92%

		NWMT						0.53%		0.61%

		PACW						0.69%		1.02%

		PAID						1.00%		0.87%

		PAUT						4.34%		3.03%

		PAWY						2.32%		2.44%

		PGE						0.40%		1.27%

		PNM_						1.17%		1.02%

		PSCO						2.88%		0.37%

		PSEI						0.66%		0.85%

		SCL						0.27%		0.29%

		SPPC						2.03%		0.96%

		SRP						2.36%		1.21%

		TEPC						1.87%		0.11%

		TIDC						1.27%		1.14%

		TPWR						0.03%		0.42%

		VEA						-2.65%		N/A																New TEPPC Area

		WACM						4.73%		2.22%

		WALC						0.66%		0.99%

		WAUW						3.37%		2.33%

		Load Energy: WECC		GWh				2024 forecast grows at 1.13% per year		2022 forecast grows at 1.54% per year		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.4% higher		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.1% higher		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.4% lower		CAGR from 2010-2032 is 0.7% lower		See General Comment on Loads & Load Modifiers above.						CAGR calculated using 2012 & 2024 load data

		AESO						3.43%		3.95%

		AVA						1.26%		1.52%

		AZPS						1.32%		2.74%

		BANC						0.41%		0.43%

		BCHA						1.00%		1.06%

		BPAT						1.37%		0.33%

		CFE						1.85%		2.87%

		CHPD						0.51%		2.13%

		CIPB						0.91%		0.16%

		CIPV						0.62%		1.24%

		CISC						0.58%		0.88%

		CISD						1.52%		1.03%

		DOPD						2.34%		3.25%

		EPE						2.11%		2.59%

		GCPD						1.73%		2.04%

		IID						1.87%		1.66%

		IPFE						1.95%		3.34%

		IPMV						-0.37%		0.51%

		IPTV						1.03%		1.62%

		LDWP						1.02%		0.90%

		NEVP						1.36%		0.82%

		NWMT						0.78%		0.66%

		PACW						0.52%		0.87%

		PAID						-0.83%		1.70%

		PAUT						1.66%		1.39%

		PAWY						0.65%		2.43%

		PGE						1.68%		1.30%

		PNM_						0.41%		1.18%

		PSCO						-0.26%		1.02%

		PSEI						0.76%		0.64%

		SCL						0.45%		0.69%

		SPPC						2.21%		1.01%

		SRP						2.91%		1.39%

		TEPC						1.50%		0.37%

		TIDC						1.48%		1.31%

		TPWR						0.95%		1.00%

		VEA						-2.67%		N/A																New TEPPC Area

		WACM						3.01%		2.24%

		WALC						0.77%		1.00%

		WAUW						1.49%		2.54%

		Policy-Driven Electrification						No incremental electrification		No incremental electrification		No incremental electrification		160 TWh incremental		No incremental electrification		50 TWh incremental

		Incremental Policy-Driven Peak Demand Reductions		MW				No explicit EE adjustment		No explicit EE adjustment		No explicit EE adjustment		100% of load reduction in High DG/DSM case		No explicit EE adjustment		50% of load reduction in High DG/DSM case		See General Comment on Loads & Load Modifiers.  E3 would recommend translating the results of the SPSC's High DG/DSM load forecast into a more generalized metric such as "percent of growth offset by EE"; the MDTF could then choose the level of High DG that is appropriate for each scenario.  For S2 and S4, E3 has proposed options of 100% and 50% of savings embedded in High DG case, respectively.

		Incremental Policy-Driven Load Energy Reductions		GWh				No explicit EE adjustment		No explicit EE adjustment		No explicit EE adjustment		100% of load reduction in High DG/DSM case		No explicit EE adjustment		50% of load reduction in High DG/DSM case

		Load Factor		%				Not included in initial run		Not included in initial run		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Transmission

		Transfer Capability						Modeling will not consider changes to system operating parameters		Modeling will not consider changes to system operating parameters		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Line Capacity		MW				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		230 kV AC Single						400		400

		230 kV AC Double						800		800

		345 kV AC Single						750		750

		345 kV AC Double						1500		1500

		500 kV AC Single						1500		1500

		500 kV AC Double						3000		3000

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						3000		3000

		Line Base Cost		 $/mile		Base cost used to calculate total transmission line cost		Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		230 kV AC Single						$   956,900		$927,000

		230 kV AC Double						$   1,531,866		$1,484,000

		345 kV AC Single						$   1,339,867		$1,298,000

		345 kV AC Double						$   2,143,994		$2,077,000

		500 kV AC Single						$   1,913,801		$1,854,000

		500 kV AC Double						$   3,062,701		$2,967,000

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						$   1,531,866		$1,484,000

		Conductor Cost Multiplier		Multiplier		Multiplier applied to base transmission line cost in the total transmission line cost calculation		Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		ACSR						1		1

		ACSS						1.08		1.08

		HTLS						3.6		3.6

		Tower Structure Cost Multiplier
		Multiplier		Multiplier applied to base transmission line cost in the total transmission line cost calculation		Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		230 kV Single Circuit

		Lattice						0.9		0.9

		Tubular						1		1

		230 kV Double Circuit

		Lattice						0.9		0.9

		Tubular						1		1

		345 kV Single Circuit

		Lattice						1		0.9

		Tubular						1.3		1

		345 kV Double Circuit

		Lattice						1		0.9

		Tubular						1.3		1

		500 kV Single Circuit

		Lattice						1		0.9

		Tubular						1.5		1

		500 kV Double Circuit

		Lattice						1		0.9

		Tubular						1.5		1

		500 kV HVDC Circuit

		Lattice						1		0.9

		Tubular						1.5		1

		Length Cost Multiplier		Multiplier		Multiplier applied to base transmission line cost in the total transmission line cost calculation		Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		Long (>10 miles)						1		1

		Medium (3-10 miles)						1.2		1.2

		Short (< 3 Miles)						1.5		1.5

		Right-of-Way Widths		ft (Acre/mile)				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		230 kV AC Single						125 (15.15)		125 (15.15)

		230 kV AC Double						150 (18.18)		150 (18.18)

		345 kV AC Single						175 (21.21)		175 (21.21)

		345 kV AC Double						200 (24.24)		200 (24.24)

		500 kV AC Single						200 (24.24)		200 (24.24)

		500 kV AC Double						250 (30.30)		250 (30.30)

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						200 (24.24)		200 (24.24)

		No. Conductors Per Phase

		230 kV AC Single						1		1

		230 kV AC Double						1		1

		345 kV AC Single						2		2

		345 kV AC Double						2		2

		500 kV AC Single						3		3

		500 kV AC Double						3		3

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						3		3

		No. Circuits per Line

		230 kV AC Single						1		1

		230 kV AC Double						2		2

		345 kV AC Single						1		1

		345 kV AC Double						2		2

		500 kV AC Single						1		1

		500 kV AC Double						2		2

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						2		2

		No. Phases per Line

		230 kV AC Single						3		3

		230 kV AC Double						3		3

		345 kV AC Single						3		3

		345 kV AC Double						3		3

		500 kV AC Single						3		3

		500 kV AC Double						3		3

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						1		1

		Line Losses		MW/Mile				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		230 kV AC Single

		ACSR						0.1336		0.1336

		ACSS						0.3624		0.3624

		HTLS						0.366		0.366

		230 kV AC Double

		ACSR						0.2671947803		0.2671947803

		ACSS						0.7248523059		0.7248523059

		HTLS						0.7319303133		0.7319303133

		345 kV AC Single

		ACSR						0.1606		0.1606

		ACSS						0.4009		0.4009

		HTLS						0.3959		0.3959

		345 kV AC Double

		ACSR						0.3212249108		0.3212249108

		ACSS						0.8018055286		0.8018055286

		HTLS						0.7917515408		0.7917515408

		500 kV AC Single

		ACSR						0.1079401662		0.1079401662

		ACSS						0.2840110803		0.2840110803

		HTLS						0.2967756233		0.2967756233

		500 kV AC Double

		ACSR						0.2158803324		0.2158803324

		ACSS						0.5680221607		0.5680221607

		HTLS						0.5935512465		0.5935512465

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole

		ACSR						0.16515072		0.16515072

		ACSS						0.44287488		0.44287488

		HTLS						0.47088		0.47088

		Resistance		pu/Mile
(pu determined by real power and voltage angle)

		230 kV AC Single						0.000157858		0.000157858

		230 kV AC Double						0.0000789		0.0000789

		345 kV AC Single						0.000110308		0.000110308

		345 kV AC Double						0.0000552		0.0000552

		500 kV AC Single						0.000027096		0.000027096

		500 kV AC Double						0.0000135		0.0000135

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						0.00002066		0.00002066

		Reactance		pu/Mile

		230 kV AC Single						0.001495597		0.001495597

		230 kV AC Double						0.0007478		0.0007478

		345 kV AC Single						0.000476693		0.000476693

		345 kV AC Double						0.0002388		0.0002388

		500 kV AC Single						0.000191359		0.000191359

		500 kV AC Double						0.0000957		0.0000957

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						0		0

		Susceptance		pu/Mile

		230 kV AC Single						0.002837633		0.002837633

		230 kV AC Double						0.0056753		0.0056753

		345 kV AC Single						0.00880405		0.00880405

		345 kV AC Double						0.017608		0.017608

		500 kV AC Single						0.021820545		0.021820545

		500 kV AC Double						0.0436411		0.0436411

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						0		0

		Land Cost		$/Acre				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		Cost Category: 1						$   85		$85

		Cost Category: 2						$   171		$171

		Cost Category: 3						$   341		$341

		Cost Category: 4						$   512		$512

		Cost Category: 5						$   683		$683

		Cost Category: 6						$   1,024		$1,024

		Cost Category: 7						$   1,707		$1,707

		Cost Category: 8						$   3,414		$3,414

		Cost Category: 9						$   6,828		$6,828

		Cost Category: 10						$   10,242		$10,242

		Cost Category: 11						$   17,071		$17,071

		Cost Category: 12						$   34,141		$34,141

		Terrain Cost Multiplier
		Multiplier applied to base transmission line cost				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		desert						1.05		1.05

		scrub_flat						1		1

		farmland						1		1

		forested						2.25		2.25

		rolling_hill						1.4		1.4

		mountain						1.75		1.75

		wetland						1.2		1.2

		suburban						1.27		1.27

		urban						1.59		1.59

		AC Substation Base Cost		$				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		500 kV AC Single/Double						$   2,551,734		$2,472,000

		345 kV AC Single/Double						$   2,126,445		$2,060,000

		230 kV AC Single/Double						$   1,701,156		$1,648,000

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						$   2,551,734		$2,472,000

		Number of line / transformer positions		count

		500 kV AC Single						2		2

		500 kV AC Double						4		4

		345 kV AC Single						2		2

		345 kV AC Double						4		4

		230 kV AC Single						2		2

		230 kV AC Double						4		4

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						4		4

		Cost per line/transformer position		$				Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		500 kV AC Single/Double						$   2,976,259		$2,884,000

		345 kV AC Single/Double						$   2,232,194		$2,163,000

		230 kV AC Single/Double						$   1,488,130		$1,442,000

		500 kV DC Bi-Pole						$   2,976,259		$2,884,000

		Substation Breaker Cost Multiplier		Multiplier 		Multiplier for  substation cost		Black & Veatch data update on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.		obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.																Obtained from Black & Veatch data presented to TEPPC on August 7, 2012.
Later updated on May 6, 2014 and approved by TEPPC.

		Ring Bus						1		1

		Breaker and a half						1.5		1.5

		HVDC converter cost		$		Used for  total substation cost		$   459,353,475		$445,000,000

		Shunt Reactor cost (all voltages)		$/MVA		Used for  total substation cost		$   20,645		$20,000

		Series Capacitor Cost (230 kV only)		$/MVA		Used for  total substation cost		$   30,968		$50,000

		Series Capacitor Cost (all voltages except 230 kV)		$/MVA		Used for  total substation cost		$   10,323		$50,000

		SVC unit cost (all voltages)		$/MVA		Used for  total substation cost		$   87,742		$85,000

		Compensation Ratio (all voltages)		ratio		Used for  total substation cost		50%		50%																If line is over 100 miles in length

		Transformer Rating		MW		Used for  total substation cost

		115/230 kv xfmr						200		400

		115/345 kv xfmr						400		750

		115/500 kv xfmr						800		1500

		138/230 kv xfmr						200		400

		138/345 kv xfmr						400		750

		138/500 kv xfmr						800		1500

		230/345 kv xfmr						400		750

		230/500 kv xfmr						800		1500

		345/500 kv xfmr						800		1500

		Transformer cost		$/MVA		Used for  total substation cost

		115/230 kv xfmr						$   7,226		$7,000

		115/345 kv xfmr						$   10,323		$10,000

		115/500 kv xfmr						$   10,323		$10,000

		138/230 kv xfmr						$   7,226		$7,000

		138/345 kv xfmr						$   10,323		$10,000

		138/500 kv xfmr						$   10,323		$10,000

		230/345 kv xfmr						$   10,323		$10,000

		230/500 kv xfmr						$   11,355		$11,000

		345/500 kv xfmr						$   13,419		$13,000

		Transmission Project Financing						From E3 tool																		Simplified Proforma LCOE Cost Calculation Used as provided by E3 and approved by TEPPC

		Economic Life		Years				40		40

		Fixed O&M Costs		%				2.5%		3.0%

		Fixed O&M Costs Escalator		%/yr				2.0%		2.5%

		Property Tax		%				1.0%		1.0%

		Insurance		%				0.5%		50.0%

		Federal Tax Rate		%				35.0%		35.0%

		State Tax Rate		%				7.0%		7.0%

		MACRS Term		Years				15		15

		Levelized Escalation Rate		%/yr				0.0%		0.0%

		Equity Share of Financing		%				50.0%		50.0%

		Debt Share of Financing		%				50.0%		50.0%

		Debt Interest Rate		%				6.0%		6.3%

		Cost of Equity		%				11.0%		11.4%

		WACC		%				7.3%		7.8%

		Generation

		Technology Cost		$/kW				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool										General Comments on Capital Costs:  The cost recommendations presented below generally adhere to the following two principles:

   1)  Relative cost reductions for a single technology across the scenarios are consistent with scenario definitions.  E3 provided analysis to the MDTF that offered a coherent view of potential cost reductions to explore in the scenarios.  This supporting analysis was based on the idea that through the variation of the two major parameters of the learning curve--global installed capacity and the learning rate--it is possible to develop a set of cost reductions for each technology that adhere to the scenario definitions.  Generally, these result in:
   -S1: rapid global growth offset by slow technological progress [Cost reduction <= Ref Case];
   -S2: rapid global growth compounded by fast technological progress [Cost reduction >> Ref Case];
   -S3: stagnant global economy and slow technological progress [Cost reduction << Ref Case]; and
   -S4: rapid technological progress offset by slow global growth [Cost reduction >= Ref Case].

   2)  Relative cost reductions across technologies reflect similar degrees of innovation within a single scenario unless the scenario definition specifically identifies a technological breakthrough (e.g. CCS in scenario 2).  Functionally, this is a recommendation that cost reductions assumed for each technology within a scenario should capture similar levels of total cost reduction potential.  Qualitatively, this would imply that among technologies for whom a "breakthrough" is possible, a scenario that calls for high levels of innovation would assume that a breakthrough occurs for all such technologies; in contrast, if a scenario calls for stagnation of innovation, then the costs of all technologies are assumed to stagnate.

*For a simplified comparison of E3's recommended capital cost reductions for each scenario, see the detailed tables on the 'Parameter Details' tab*		LCOE 2034 Reference
($/kW)		Capacity Factor 2034 Reference
(%)

		Biomass						$4,300		$4,250		$4,250		$4,250		$4,250		$4,250		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$124.35		85%		Per E3 tool

		Biogas - Landfill						$2,800		$2,750		$2,750		$2,750		$2,750		$2,750		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$111.31		80%		Per E3 tool

		Biogas - Other						$5,600		$5,500		$5,500		$5,500		$5,500		$5,500		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$140.33		80%		Per E3 tool

		CHP less than 5MW						$3,800		$3,700		$3,700		$3,700		$3,700		$3,700		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$210.47		50%		Per E3 tool

		CHP more than 5MW						$1,650		$1,600		$1,600		$1,600		$1,600		$1,600		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$95.62		80%		Per E3 tool

		Coal--PC						$3,700		$3,600		$3,600		$3,600		$3,600		$3,600		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$92.05		85%		Per E3 tool

		Coal--IGCC with CCS						$8,000		$8,000		$8,000		$4,800		$8,000		$8,000		Technology breakthrough in scenario 2 leads to a 40% reduction in capital cost		$184.86		85%		Per E3 tool

		Gas CCGT

		Basic--Wet Cooled						$1,125		$1,100		$1,100		$1,100		$1,100		$1,100		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$88.33		85%		Per E3 tool

		Advanced--Wet Cooled						$1,225		$1,200		$1,200		$1,200		$1,200		$1,200		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$87.92		85%		Per E3 tool

		Basic--Dry Cooled						$1,200		$1,175		$1,175		$1,175		$1,175		$1,175		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$91.52		85%		Per E3 tool

		Advanced--Dry Cooled						$1,300		$1,275		$1,275		$1,275		$1,275		$1,275		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$91.13		85%		Per E3 tool

		Gas Combustion Turbine

		Aero derivative						$1,200		$1,150		$1,150		$1,150		$1,150		$1,150		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$108.02		85%		Per E3 tool

		Frame						$825		$800		$800		$800		$800		$800		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$109.60		85%		Per E3 tool

		Gas Reciprocating Engine						$1,300														$105.95		90%		New Technology Type

		Geothermal						$5,900		$5,800		$5,800		$5,220		$5,800		$5,220		Assumed 10% reduction in capital costs in scenarios 2 and 4		$117.54		90%		Per E3 tool

		Geothermal EGS						$10,000														$176.52		90%		New Technology Type

		Hydro - Large						$3,200		$3,000		$3,000		$3,000		$3,000		$3,000		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$102.31		50%		Per E3 tool

		Hydro - Small						$4,000		$3,500		$3,500		$3,500		$3,500		$3,500		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$224.25		35%		Per E3 tool

		Nuclear						$8,000		$7,500		$7,500		$7,500		$7,500		$7,500		No recommended change in capital costs across scenarios		$168.97		85%		Per E3 tool

		Solar PV - Residential Rooftop						$4,007		$4,340		$4,340		$2,840		$5,330		$4,340		Comments on Solar PV: Within each scenario, E3 would recommend using the same cost reduction across all solar PV technologies to maintain the ordinal cost ranking between various configurations.  The current recommendations have the counterintuitive result in S2 of lower capital costs for tracking systems than for fixed tilt.  In line with the General Comment on Capital Costs, E3 had proposed the following cost reductions by 2027 (relative to 2012 costs) to adhere to narrative consistency:
   -Ref: 31%
   -S1: 31% (same as Ref)
   -S2: 55% (larger cost reduction)
   -S3: 15% (smaller cost reduction)
   -S4: 31% (same as Ref)
The directional relationships between scenarios is consistent with scenario definitions and with the framework under which the Reference Case cost projections were developed (the Reference Case projections are meant to represent unbiased projections of future cost reductions, so actual results could be higher or lower depending on the rate of technological innovation and the level of economic growth).

*To see E3's recommended capital cost reductions for solar PV and how they compare to other technologies, see the detailed tables on the 'Parameter Details' tab*		$261.97		20%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Solar PV - Commercial Rooftop						$3,256		$3,650		$3,650		$2,380		$4,480		$3,650		See Comments on Solar PV.		$216.75		20%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs

		Solar PV - Fixed Tilt (1-20 MW)						$2,874		$2,310		$2,310		$1,510		$2,840		$2,310		See Comments on Solar PV.		$127.84		30%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Solar PV - Tracking (1-20 MW)						$3,071		$2,640		$2,640		$1,730		$3,240		$2,640		See Comments on Solar PV.		$119.72		34%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Solar PV - Fixed Tilt (>20 MW)						$2,440		$1,980		$1,980		$1,290		$2,430		$1,980		See Comments on Solar PV.		$109.52		30%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Solar PV - Tracking (>20 MW)						$2,668		$2,290		$2,290		$1,500		$2,820		$2,290		See Comments on Solar PV.		$104.71		34%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Solar Thermal - No Storage						$4,108		$3,680		$3,680		$2,710		$4,310		$3,680		Comments on Solar Thermal: Based on public data, Jim's recommendation of a 65% reduction relative to 2022 costs is a very extreme case that would result in a capital cost for systems without storage of about $1,400/kW--just above the cost of a new combined cycle power plant.  For reference, NREL/DOE forecast that targeted R&D could reduce solar thermal capital costs to approximately $3,000/kW (w/o storage) by 2020; achieving further cost reductions will become more difficult, as at that level, most of the "low hanging fruit" will have already been captured (this effect corresponds to the general flattening out we see in learning curves over time).  While we cannot rule out the possibility of such a transformative breakthrough as reflected in Jim's recommendation, this degree of technological innovation is not mirrored in the cost reductions for other technologies (e.g. solar PV).  If there is sufficient interest, the effects of such a substantial cost reduction for a single technology would be better investigated in a one-off sensitivity than in one of the four main scenarios.

To determine capital cost reductions for the various scenarios, E3 considered both point source estimates of future costs and the relative cost reductions assumed for other technologies.  *For a comparison of solar thermal cost reductions with other technology cost reductions, see the 'Parameter Details' tab.*		$217.83		28%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Solar Thermal - Six Hour Storage						$5,975		$5,330		$5,330		$3,930		$6,250		$5,330		See Comments on Solar Thermal.		$212.14		40%		Based on  2029 vintage costs in comparison to last cycles 2027 vintage costs per E3 recommendation

		Storage - Battery						$4,500														N/A		0%		New Technology Type

		Storage - Pumped Storage						$2,800														N/A		0%		New Technology Type

		Wind - Onshore						$1,921		$1,830		$1,830		$1,650		$2,000		$1,830		Comments on Wind: E3 believes that the framework described in the General Comment on Capital Costs is largely applicable to wind technologies.  E3's recommended cost reductions for 2027 relative to 2012 were:
   -Ref: 8%
   -S1: 0% (no technological progress)
   -S2: 17% (larger cost reduction)
   -S3: 0% (no progress)
   -S4: 12% (larger cost reduction)
As described in the Comments on Solar PV, E3 believes that they correspond to a set that is narratively consistent with the intent of the scenarios.

*To see E3's recommended capital cost reductions for wind and how they compare to other technologies, see the detailed tables on the 'Parameter Details' tab*		$80.10		37%		Per E3 tool

		Wind - Offshore						$5,764		$5,490		$5,490		$4,960		$6,000		$5,490		See Comments on Wind.		$225.62		40%		Per E3 tool

		Fuel Cost		$/MMBtu

		Biomass (wood)						$1.11		$1.11		$1.11		$1.11		$1.11		$1.11								Per E3 tool

		Biogas						$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22								Per E3 tool

		Gas						$7.09		$6.58		$10.00		$6.58		$6.58		$5.00								Per E3 tool

		Coal						$1.62		$1.62		$1.62		$1.62		$1.62		$1.62								Per E3 tool

		Uranium						$0.60		$0.60		$0.60		$0.60		$0.60		$0.60								Per E3 tool

		On-peak Capacity Factor		% of Max Cap				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Technology Type		- - -				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch

		Heat Rate		MMBtu/MWh				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		No change from reference case		No change from reference case		No change from reference case		No change from reference case		As most thermal technologies are reasonably mature, heat rates are unlikely to change substantially over the next twenty years.  Additionally, compared to many of the other drivers of scenario differences, the impact of this variable on transmission planning will be relatively small--therefore E3 recommends that WECC does not add the complexity of considering variation in heat rates among scenarios.

		Economic Life		years				40 years (coal, hydro, nuclear); 20 years (other)		40 years (coal, hydro, nuclear); 20 years (other)		No change from Reference Case		No change from Reference Case		No change from Reference Case		No change from Reference Case		In the Reference Case, assumed economic life is 40 years for coal, large hydro, and nuclear; and 20 years for all other assets.  E3 does not recommend any changes to this parameter, as it is a relatively minor variable whose value does not directly reflect operational concerns but rather project finance and contracting; how the length of project finance and contracting would change across the scenarios is not clearly specified or articulated in the scenario definitions and should not have a major impact on transmission planning.						Per E3 tool

		Cycling Costs		$/kWh				0		0		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment								Per E3 tool

		Variable O&M		$/MWh				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		E3 does not recommend adjustments in thermal unit variable O&M for the same reason as described in the comment on the 'Heat Rate' parameter above.

		Retrofit / Repower		$/kW				0		0		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment								Per E3 tool

		Fixed O&M		$/kW-Yr				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Investment Cost Multiplier		% Investment Cost				n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		All variation in capital costs should be explicitly accounted for in the capital cost variable (do not include this parameter in analysis).  E3's Reference Case capital costs do not include an explicit investment risk, and all financing costs are accounted for in the proforma models used to calculate levelized cost.						Per E3 tool

		Investment Risk Multiplier		% Investment Cost				0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%								Per E3 tool

		CO2 Emissions Rate		lb./MMBtu				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		No adjustment - covered by CO2 price		No adjustment - covered by CO2 price		No adjustment - covered by CO2 price		No adjustment - covered by CO2 price

		NOx Emissions Rate		lb./MMBtu				n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		E3 does not recommend varying this parameter across scenarios						Per E3 tool

		SO2 Emissions Rate		lb./MMBtu				n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		E3 does not recommend varying this parameter across scenarios						Per E3 tool

		Variable O&M Escalation		% escalation				2.00%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%								Per E3 tool

		Capital Investment Cost		$/kW				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		See technology cost		See technology cost		See technology cost		See technology cost

		State (unit location)		- - -				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool

		Max Capacity		MW				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool

		Min Capacity		MW				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool

		State Capacity Multiplier		%				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool

		Fixed O&M Escalation		%				2.00%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%								Per E3 tool

		Fuel Cost Escalation		%				2.00%		2.50%		Covered in fuel prices		Covered in fuel prices		Covered in fuel prices		Covered in fuel prices								Per E3 tool

		State Cost Multiplier		% Levelized				Per E3 tool		Per E3 tool		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Fuel Type						Fuel types applicable to resources available in Reference Case		Fuel types applicable to resources available in Reference Case		Fuel types applicable to resources available in Scenario 1		Fuel types applicable to resources available in Scenario 2		Fuel types applicable to resources available in Scenario 3		Fuel types applicable to resources available in Scenario 4

		Existing Units		- - -				Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch

		Planning Reserve Margin		% of Peak Demand				Per TEPPC/LRS data		Per TEPPC/LRS data		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		New Units		- - -				Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch		Units as shown under Technology Cost are available for dispatch

		Policy

		State RPS		% of Load Energy				As enacted state-by-state (DSIRE data base)		As enacted state-by-state (DSIRE data base)		No change from Reference Case		1.5x current RPS		0.5x current RPS		1.5x current RPS		Main drivers in scenario 1 do not suggest an increase in RPS relative to the Reference Case.  E3 recommends scaling existing RPS requirements to determine appropriate levels of RPS in Scenarios 2 and 4 instead of adding 15% to each state's requirement.

		Federal RPS		% of Load Energy				0		0				15% minimum RPS				15% minimum RPS		This constraint is recommended to force all states to meet minimum RPS requirements in scenarios 2 and 4.

		In-state RPS Requirement		% of RPS requirement				Current in-state preferences (as documented in DSIRE data base) applied to current RPS requirements. No in-state preferences applied to incremental RPS requirements		Current in-state preferences (as documented in DSIRE data base) applied to current RPS requirements. No in-state preferences applied to incremental RPS requirements		Current in-state preferences (as documented in DSIRE data base) applied to current RPS requirements. No in-state preferences applied to incremental RPS requirements		0		Current in-state preferences (as documented in DSIRE data base) applied to current and incremental RPS requirements		Current in-state preferences (as documented in DSIRE data base) applied to current RPS requirements. No in-state preferences applied to incremental RPS requirements

		Section 11D						Reflected in Coal Plant retirements

		Domestic Resource Goal						N/A - essentially all resources in Western Interconnection are domestic		N/A - essentially all resources in Western Interconnection are domestic		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Economic

		GDP Inflator/Deflator		ratio				Moody's deflator / inflator series												Input data to the LTPT, relative to cost, comes from various sources and various dollar years. Economic data and results of the LTPT are given in 2014 dollars. A GDP deflator (implicit price deflator for GDP) is a measure of the level of prices of all new, domestically produced, final goods and services in an economy for a given year relative to a base year. Moody's deflator / inflator series is used to convert dollar values for different years to 2014 dollars.

		Production Tax Credit		$/MWh				$   - 0												Comments on Tax Credits: In Reference Case, PTC is assumed to expire in 2016 (while the actual sunset is 2012 (wind)/2013 (other technologies), E3 recommends assuming the same sunset as the ITC for solar).  The two major tax credits--the ITC and PTC--should be treated similarly across the scenarios--that is, to avoid forecasting a federal favor of one technology over another, assume the same sunsets for each in each scenario.

		Biomass						$23 through 2017		$22 through 2016		No change from Reference Case		$22 through 2032		No change from Reference Case		$22 through 2032		See Comments on Tax Credits.						Per E3 tool

		Biogas						$11 through 2017		$11 through 2016		No change from Reference Case		$11 through 2032		No change from Reference Case		$11 through 2032		See Comments on Tax Credits.						Per E3 tool

		Geothermal						$22 through 2017		$22 through 2016		No change from Reference Case		$22 through 2032		No change from Reference Case		$22 through 2032		See Comments on Tax Credits.						Per E3 tool

		Hydro						$11 through 2017		$11 through 2016		No change from Reference Case		$11 through 2032		No change from Reference Case		$11 through 2032		See Comments on Tax Credits.						Per E3 tool

		Wind						None		$22 through 2016		No change from Reference Case		$22 through 2032		No change from Reference Case		$22 through 2032		See Comments on Tax Credits.						Per E3 tool

		Investment Tax Credit		% Investment Cost																						According to DSIRE (http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US02F) the ITCs are available through 2016 for solar, wind, geothermal and CHP)

		CHP						10% through 2016

		Geothermal						10% through 2016

		Solar						30% through 2016, 10% thereafter		30% through 2016, 10% thereafter		No change from Reference Case		30% through 2032		No change from Reference Case		30% through 2032		See Comments on Tax Credits.

		Wind						30% through 2016, 10% thereafter

		Environmental

		CO2 Allowance Cost		$/Ton				$38.30		$37.11		$37.11		$100.00		$0.00		$75.00								Used 2032 and adjusted for inflation.  This may be adjusted, pending outcome of 07-22-2014 TAS discussion.

		NOx Allowance Cost		$/Ton				TBD		TBD		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		SO2 Allowance Cost		$/Ton				TBD		TBD		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		NOx Emissions Caps		Tons				N/A		N/A		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		SO2 Emissions Caps		Tons				N/A		N/A		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		CO2 Emissions Caps		Tons				N/A		N/A		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Cost of Carbon		$/ton				$38.30		$37.11		$37.11		$100.00		$0.00		$75.00								Used 2032 and adjusted for inflation.  This may be adjusted, pending outcome of 07-22-2014 TAS discussion.

		Emissions Controls Costs		$/kW				Covered in other parameters		Covered in other parameters		Covered in other parameters		Covered in other parameters		Covered in other parameters		Covered in other parameters

		Environmental & Cultural						TBD		TBD		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment		No adjustment

		Green Energy Premium (-)						n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		n/a		All variation in capital costs should be explicitly accounted for in the capital cost variable (do not include this parameter in analysis).

		Environmental mitigation costs

		CA Project Group		Average Cost Multiplier

		Risk Class 1		%				2.0%																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Risk Class 2		%				1.0%																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Risk Class 3		%				5.5%																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Risk Class 4		%				None																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Other Project Group (outside CA)		Average Cost Multiplier

		Risk Class 1		%				0.5%																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Risk Class 2		%				0.5%																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Risk Class 3		%				1.0%																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC

		Risk Class 4		%				None																		Developed by SWCA Environmental Consultants in the report they provided in 2013 and approved by TEPPC











